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Abstract
Study of Variability in Advanced Transistor Technologies
by
Nattapol Damrongplasit
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Tsu-Jae King Liu, Chair
As transistor dimensions are scaled down in accordance with Moore’s Law to provide for
improved performance and cost per function, variability in transistor performance grows in
significance and can present a major challenge for achieving high yield in the manufacture of
integrated circuits utilizing transistors with sub-30 nm gate lengths. Increased variability in the
threshold voltage (VT) of a transistor ultimately limits the minimum operating voltage for sixtransistor (6T) static memory (SRAM) cells, hinders aggressive scaling of cell area, and causes
performance degradation in analog circuits. Better understanding and accurate assessment of
device variation are needed in order to minimize yield loss and design margin.
Several variability reduction techniques and variability characterization/modeling methodologies
are explored in this work. Device simulations are performed to assess the benefit of super-steep
retrograde (SSR) channel doping to reduce variability in transistor performance and thereby
extend the scalability of planar bulk-Si CMOS technology with minimal incremental cost.
Variability analysis of a 32nm high-permittivity-dielectric/metal gate (HKMG) stack CMOS
technology using current-vs.-voltage characteristics of transistors operated in forward (F) and
reverse (R) modes measurements is used to explain variabilities in VT and in drain-induced
barrier lowering (DIBL) and their correlations, which cannot be captured by a traditional SPICE
modeling. Test chips are designed for characterization of systematic and random variability in
16nm and 28nm generation Fully Depleted Silicon-On-Insulator (FDSOI) technologies via
device arrays and padded-out SRAM cells.
The effect of random variability on the performance of a tunnel-field effect transistor (TFET) is
also examined. The TFET has emerged as a promising candidate to replace the MOSFET for
low-power applications, due to its promise of achieving higher ION/IOFF at low operating
voltages. Three-dimensional (3D) device simulations are used to simulate the effects of random
dopant fluctuations and line edge roughness on the performance of planar Ge-source and a
raised-Ge-source TFET structures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Transistor, Circuit, and Moore’s Law: A Historical
Perspective
During the first half of the twentieth century, electronic circuits were powered by vacuum
tubes which are bulky, expensive, power-hungry, and notoriously unreliable [1]. The state-ofthe-art computing machine ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer) used for
calculating missile trajectories was made out of 18,000 vacuum tubes, and it occupied a large
room [2]. To overcome these short-comings of the vacuum tube, much research was aimed on
finding its replacement. In 1947, three scientists (John Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and William
Shockley) at Bell Laboratories were credited for inventing what is now considered as the first
transistor [2]. Compared to a vacuum tube, a transistor is much more power-efficient and far
more reliable. Fast forward about ten years after, Jack Kilby at Texas Instruments introduced the
world to the first integrated circuit (1958), where two transistors were connected together to
build a flip-flop [1]. As simplistic as that circuit was, it was a monumental point for the age of
digital electronics since it provided a glimpse into the potential of integrating multiple transistors
on the same chip, having them work together to perform a more complex operation. In 1965,
Gordon Moore who was working at Fairchild Corporation and later co-founded Intel Corporation
made an observation that the number of transistors on a single die doubled every 18 months, and
he predicted that this exponential growth would continue (Fig. 1.1a) [1,3]. This prediction has
proven to be surprisingly accurate and it later became known as Moore’s Law [4-5]. It is
arguably one of the most important laws which helped to usher in the digital era. Not only did
Moore’s original paper state that integrating more transistors would increase performance, but it
also highlighted the fact that the cost of manufacturing each transistor can be cheaper as shown
in Fig. 1.1b [3]. This has driven the semiconductor industry towards increasing transistor density
on a chip ever since.
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Fig. 1.1 a) Moore’s origiinal paper show
wing number of
o transistors inn log-scale vs.. year in produuction b) Plot oof cost
vs. the num
mber of transisttors per integraated circuit. Th
here exists an ooptimum point where the costt of manufactuuring is
lowest (adaapted from [3])).

1.2 Challenge
C
es in Transistor sccaling
To
T achieve higher
h
transiistor density
y on a chip, the dimenssions of a trransistor muust be
scaled, so that more can be pack
ked into a given
g
die areea. In 1974,, Robert Dennnard at IBM
M TJ
Watson Research
R
Ceenter proposeed a way to scale
s
a transsistor while ppreserving itts basic operration
and also reaping the performance benefit thaat comes witth scaling [66]. His approoach is know
wn as
constant field scaling
g, where dev
vice dimensiions, dopingg density, annd supply vooltages are sscaled
simultaneeously (Fig. 1.2) [7]. The
T approacch worked for a whilee but started to slow ddown
dramatically when th
he minimum
m half-pitch reached 90 nm. As the gate length of a transisstor is
maller, non-id
deal effects, which are negligible
n
at long gate leengths, can ddegrade transistor
made sm
performaance. These effects aree usually reeferred to aas short-channnel effectss (SCEs)[8]. For
example,, as the gate length is scaaled down, the
t influencee of the applied drain vooltage becom
mes so
strong su
uch that a sig
gnificant am
mount of currrent can still flow even w
when a transsistor is suppposed
to be OF
FF. The thickness of th
he gate diellectric also needs to be thinned ddown in ordder to
maintain good capaccitive couplin
ng between the gate andd the channeel potential. However, aas the
physical thickness off the gate dieelectric apprroaches 1 orr 2 nm, quanntum mechannical tunneliing of
d
from
m the channeel through th
he gate dieleectric resultss in undesiraable gate leaakage
carriers directly
current. Ideally,
I
the transistor op
perating volltage shouldd be reducedd along withh the gate leength.
As show
wn in Fig. 1..3, reduction
ns in the sup
pply voltagee (VDD) of ccomplementtary metal-ooxidesemicond
ductor ( CM
MOS) digital logic circuiits have slow
wed below 1V [9]. Thee main reasoon for
this is that the thresh
hold voltage (VT) of an MOS
M
transisstor cannot bbe scaled doown aggressiively.
As VT iss lowered, th
he OFF-statte leakage current and hhence static power disssipation incrreases
exponenttially (Fig. 1.4). Since VT cannot be scaled ddown easily, VDD also cannot be sscaled
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down mu
uch below 1 V because sufficient gaate overdrivee (VDD-VT) is required ffor a transisttor to
have suffficient ON-state current to meet circu
uit operatingg speed requuirements.

Fig. 1.2 Constant
C
field scaling of a MOS
M
transistorr wherein devvice dimensionns, doping, andd voltage are scaled
proportionally, resulting in higher integ
gration density
y, lower circuitt operating dellay, and less ppower dissipation per
transistor [7].
[

Fig. 1.3 Historical
H
scalin
ng of CMOS supply voltagee (VDD) and thhreshold voltagge (VT) vs. tecchnology nodee. VDD
scaling hass slowed down
n significant aftter 90 nm nodee (adapted from
m [9]).

.
3

log IDS
Low
Low VVTH
T
HighV VTH
High
T
S

0 VDD

VGS

Fig. 1.4 Transfer characteristic IDS-VGS of a typical N-channel MOSFET, comparing between low- and high-VT
transistors. A linear decrease in VT results in an exponential increase in OFF-state leakage current at VGS = 0 V.

The energy consumed per operation of a CMOS digital circuit can be broken down into
dynamic and static components as shown in Eqn. 1.1 – 1.2 and graphically plotted in Fig. 1.5.
(1.1)

(1.2)
2∙
where α = switching activity factor, Ld = logical depth, C = gate capacitance per stage, VDD =
supply voltage, IOFF = OFF-state current, ION = ON-state current.
For higher computational throughput, transistors are pushed to run at faster operating
frequency as more of them are integrated on a chip. Increasing frequency without scaling down
VDD results in higher dynamic power consumption. On top of this, as VT has been lowered,
transistors have become more leaky resulting in higher static power consumption (Fig. 1.6) [10].
All of this led to a CMOS power crisis, where the power density of a chip was increasing at an
alarming rate. This prompted the industry to adopt parallelism (with the introduction of multiple
cores rather than increasing the clock speed of a single core) as the primary means of improving
throughput within a power constraint, as shown in Fig. 1.7. The overall performance of the
integrated circuit chip can still be improved by having multiple slower cores running in parallel.
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Power Density (W/cm2)

Fig. 1.5 En
nergy consumeed per digital operation
o
of a CMOS
C
circuit is comprised oof dynamic annd static compoonents.
There existts a lower limitt for the total energy
e
per operration.
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wer Density
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1

Gate Le
ength (μ
μm)
Fig. 1.6 Po
ower density vs.
v transistor gate
g
length. Att smaller gate lengths, staticc (passive) pow
wer density beecomes
comparable to dynamic (active) power density. (adaptted from [10])..
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Fig. 1.7 Energy per operation vs. delaay. Performancce improvemennt can be achiieved by runniing multiple coores at
slower speed (longer delaay), in parallell.

Fig. 1.8 Trends
T
in transsistor counts, clock speed, power
p
dissipattion, and num
mber of instrucctions. Note thhat the
increase in
n clock speed has
h flattened ov
ver the years du
ue to limits forr chip power deensity.

1.3 Advanced
A
d Transisstor Strucctures
Short-channel effects lim
mit the perrformance bbenefits thatt come witth the ‘classical’
(Dennard
d) scaling off the MOS field-effect
f
trransistor (FE
ET). To com
mpensate foor this diminnished
return, th
he MOSFET structure haas evolved ov
ver the yearss to mitigatee these effectts.
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1.3.1 Planar
P
Bu
ulk MOS
SFET
The
T most wid
dely used traansistor desiign today iss still the claassical planaar bulk MOS
SFET
[11]. It was continu
ually miniatturized overr three decaades to achhieve improvements in chip
performaance and cosst per functio
on. Fig. 1.9 shows a serries of transmission elecctron microsscopy
(TEM) im
mages of transistors from
m the 90nm technology nnode down tto the 32nm technology node
[12]. To help boost the ON-staate drive cu
urrent, channnel strain enngineering hhas been used to
increase carrier mob
bility [13]. For n-chan
nnel (NMOS
S) transistoors, the streess memorizzation
techniquee (SMT) an
nd a tensile contact-etch
c
h-stop-liner ((CESL) are often used to induce teensile
stress alo
ong the chaannel directiion, which is beneficiaal for electroon mobilityy [14-15]. For pchannel (PMOS) traansistors, em
mbedded siliccon-germaniium (SiGe) source/drainn regions arre the
primary method
m
of generating co
ompressive stress
s
along tthe channel direction, w
which is beneeficial
to hole mobility.
m
Gaate leakage due
d to the thin
t
layer off gate oxidee (SiO2) cann be mitigateed by
using a high-permitti
h
ivity (high-k
k) dielectric and
a metal gaate (HKMG)) stack [16]. By using a highk dielecttric rather th
han SiO2, it is possible to have a pphysically thhicker insulaating layer w
while
keeping the same caapacitive cou
upling, resullting in reduuced quantuum mechaniccal tunnelingg and
hence lower gate leaakage curren
nt. Additionally, anothher effectivee way to supppress SCE is to
engineer the channel doping pro
ofile. Techn
niques such as halo andd retrograde well dopinng are
widely used to help improve
i
elecctrostatic co
ontrol of the channel andd suppress O
OFF-state leaakage
current [18-19].
Short-channel effects beccome very difficult
d
to ssuppress in tthe planar bbulk transistoor for
gate leng
gths below 25nm. Theerefore, to allow furthher miniaturrization, advvanced transistor
structures employing
g thin-body regions
r
such
h as the fullyy depleted ssilicon-on-insulator (FD--SOI)
h
been deeveloped for future generrations of CMOS technoology
and threee-dimensionaal FinFET have
[20-21].

Fig. 1.9 TE
EM cross-sections of MOSFE
ETs at various technology noodes, with approoximately the same scale.
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1.3.2 FD-SOI
F
(Fully-Deepleted Siilicon-On
n-Insulattor) MOS
SFET
c
l bulk transisstor, an FD-S
SOI MOSFE
ET is a planaar structure. It is
Similar to a conventional
S layer on to
op of a burieed oxide (BO
OX) layer. A
An illustratioon of the FD
D-SOI
fabricated in a thin Si
MOSFET
T structure is
i shown in Fig.
F 1.10a and
a a TEM ccross-sectionn is shown inn Fig. 1.10bb [2223]. Elecctrostatic gaate control in
i the FD-S
SOI MOSFE
ET is superiior to that in a planar bulk
MOFSET
T thanks to the thin siliccon body (since OFF-sttate leakage current pathhs far away from
the gate are
a eliminateed) [23]. Wiith a very thiin body, chaannel dopingg is not neceessary to supppress
SCE and
d thus can bee low. The scalability
s
of the FD-SO
OI MOSFET
T structure iss improved if the
thicknesss of the BOX
X layer is alsso scaled do
own and “groound plane” doping undderneath the BOX
layer is employed [24-25].
[
Bacck-biasing is
i also posssible, allowiing for dynnamic VT tuuning.
Because of the closee similarity between FD
D-SOI and pplanar bulk M
MOSFETs, minimal chaanges
are needeed to porta circuit design
n from bulk to
t FD-SOI.
Although
A
the FD-SOI MO
OSFET is prromising to replace the pplanar bulk MOSFET att gate
lengths below
b
25 nm
m, it does haave limitations. In orderr to maintainn good electtrostatic integrity,
the silico
on thickness Tsi should be
b at least 3 times as sm
mall as the ggate length (Tsi ~ Lg/3) [26].
This smaall thicknesss requiremen
nt makes FD
D-SOI transisstor more suusceptible too Tsi variatioon. In
terms of mobility enh
hancement, it
i is found th
hat SiGe S/D
D and gate sttressors are nnot very effeective
in transfe
ferring the sttress into th
he channel [12]. Additioonally, the sstarting SOI wafer has to be
made by
y a special process,
p
which adds to the
t cost of m
manufacturiing and can limit the ovverall
supply ch
hain.

Fig. 1.10 a)
a A 3D view of
o a planar FD--SOI transistor [22]. b) A TEM
M cross-sectioon of N-channeel FD-SOI trannsistors
[23].

1.3.3 FinFET
F
Another
A
variaation of a th
hin-body MO
OSFET is thee vertical FiinFET, wherre the body has a
fin-like shape
s
and a gate electro
ode straddles it, as depiicted in Fig.. 1.11a [20,227-30]. It caan be
made on a bulk silico
on or SOI su
ubstrate [31]. Due to gaating from alll 3 sides of tthe channel,, SCE
w suppressed if the fin width is lesss than 1/2 thhe gate lengthh (Wsi ~ Lg/22). Experim
mental
can be well
8

results have
h
demonsstrated FinF
FET transferr characterisstics with loow subthresshold swingg ~70
mV/dec and low draain-induced barrier
b
lowerring (DIBL)) ~50 mV/V
V [20]. Addittionally, sincce the
d in the inv
version-layerr channel is lower and the efficiency of
effective transverse electric field
stress traansfer to the channel reg
gion is more than 50% fo
for various sttressors, fielld-effect moobility
is substaantially enh
hanced [12, 32]. Recen
ntly, the FiinFET has supplanted the planar bulk
MOSFET
T in the mo
ost advanced
d microproceessor chips produced byy Intel Corpporation, annd the
leading semiconducctor foundries plan to introduce FinFETs inn future CM
MOS produuction
processess.

Fig. 1.11 a)
a A 3D view of
o a vertical Fin
nFET transisto
or b) TEM imaage of an array of FinFET traansistors showiing the
fin and gatte features. [30]

Unlike
U
planarr transistorss, the FinFET is a “threee-dimensionnal” (“3D”) structure, w
which
presents additional challenges fo
or manufactu
uring and cirrcuit design. For examplle, ensuring good
electrostaatic control of a FinFET
T transistor requires
r
thatt the fin widdth be no moore than onee-half
the gate length (i.e. Wsi  Lg/2)) [26, 32]. Although
A
thiis thinness rrequirement is less strinngent,
compared
d to that for Tsi in a FD--SOI MOSF
FET, it is verry challenginng to fabricaate a high-asspectratio stru
ucture with good
g
contro
ol for accep
ptable manuffacturing yieeld. Since thhe width annd the
height off a FinFET is usually fiixed for a giiven chip, thhe drive currrent of a FiinFETis tuneed by
changing
g the numberr of fins, leading to curreent discretizzation whichh places restrrictions on ddesign
[33]. The series ressistance of the source/d
drain regionns in a narrrow fin cann limit transistor
performaance, especiaally for analog and RF circuit
c
appliccations [34]. For System
m-on-Chip (S
SOC)
applicatio
ons, differen
nt values of VT are not straightforwa
s
ard to achievve due to the lack of a bbodybiasing effect.
e
Thus, VT tuning will
w likely have
h
to rely on gate worrk function tturning and gatelength trrimming insstead. The 3D nature of a FinFE
ET also resuults in larger parasitic gate
capacitan
nce as compaared to a plaanar transisto
or [32].
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1.3.4 Tunneling FET (TFET)
Advanced structures such as the FD-SOI MOSFET and FinFET can certainly help to
improve the performance of a transistor and allows for further technology scaling. Nevertheless,
CMOS has a fundamental limit on energy per operation as shown previously in Fig. 1.5.
Governed by Boltzmann statistics, the theoretical minimum subthreshold swing (SS) of a
MOSFETis 60 mV/dec at room temperature. Any prospective MOSFET-replacement device
should have a SS that is smaller than this limit in order to provide for lower energy computing.
For the same leakage current, this new device with a smaller SS will be able to achieve a higher
on-state drive current (Fig. 1.12a), resulting in a lower energy per operation for a given operating
frequency (Fig. 1.12b). There are currently a number of device candidates that have the potential
for a very steeply switching operation; these include tunneling FETs, the negative capacitance
MOSFET, and nano-electro-mechanical (NEM) relays [34-39]. The TFET in particular has
emerged as a strong MOSFET-replacement candidate due to its close similarity to a conventional
MOSFET. Fig. 1.13 shows a basic comparison between the MOSFET and tunnel FET. Because
carrier injection in a TFET relies on quantum mechanical tunneling instead of thermionic
emission over a potential barrier, the TFET can theoretically achieve a SS smaller than 60
mV/dec at room temperature.
Optimization of TFET performance is still an area of active research. Many efforts have
been focused on increasing the small reported ON-state drive current [36-37]. Other nonidealities such as process-induced variations and trap-assisted tunneling can significantly
increase the OFF-state leakage current and degrade SS [40-43].

a)

b)

New Device

Energy

Drain Current

MOSFET
MOSFET
1/S

New Device

Gate Voltage

Delay

Fig. 1.12 a) A new logic device with a smaller subthreshold swing (i.e. turning on/off more steeply) as compared to
the MOSFET allows for higher ON-state drive current for the same OFF-state leakage current. b) Energy per
operation vs. delay can be lowered for a steep switching device. However, the impact of non-idealities such as
process-induced variations will reduce the energy savings.
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BAND DIAGRAM

STRUCTURE

MOSFET vs. Tunnel FET
Gate

Gate

N+

P‐

Source

P+

N+

P‐

Source

Drain

Thermionic
Emission
EC

Source
Drain

Source

N+
Drain

Band‐to‐Band
Tunneling
EC

EV
Drain

ID  exp(qVGS/nkT)

EV

ID = A exp(‐B/ES)
(ES = electric field)

Fig. 1.13 Comparison between MOSFET and TFET structures, and their operations

1.4 Variability Sources
Process-induced variation has emerged as one of the potential limiters for Moore’s Law
as its effects on transistor performance has increased significantly with transistor scaling [44-45].
With the number of transistors on a chip exceeding 1 billion today, it is imperative that the actual
electrical behavior of a transistor is as close as possible to the nominal characteristic as modeled
for circuit design. If some transistors do not meet performance specifications, then the result can
be faulty circuit operation and hence lower chip manufacturing yield. Worsening short-channel
effects increase the sensitivity of transistor performance to process-induced variations and
thereby compound this problem.. In today’s chip designs, a large design margin or “guard band”
is required in order to ensure that the circuits will still function correctly in the presence of
transistor variability. Such a requirement often leads to over designing of the circuit which can
result in increased power consumption or larger delay. Thus, it is imperative to understand the
causes of transistor variability and how they affect transistor performance.
Variability sources are often categorized as either systematic or random [46]. Systematic
variability is often dependent on the layout of the transistors and its surroundings. For example, a
jog in a metal pattern can systematically lead to corner rounding after the exposure step, or a
high-density pattern can have a lower etch rate resulting in etched features of different size than
for a sparse pattern. Random variability, on the other hand, is more troublesome, since it can
result in differences between identically drawn transistors within the same layout environment
11

[47-48]. The stochasttic nature off random varriability makkes it more ddifficult to quuantify its efffects
on devicee performan
nce. Fig. 1.14
4 shows the so-called buutterfly curvees used to deetermine thee read
stability of six-transiistor (6T) sttatic memory
y (SRAM) ccells [49]. T
The length oof the side oof the
smaller square
s
fitted inside one of
o the two lo
obes represennts the staticc-noise marggin (SNM), w
which
is the larg
gest amountt of DC noisee voltage thaat the circuitt can toleratee without ann error [50]. If the
transistorrs on each side of the cell are not perfectly matched, thhen the two inverter vooltage
transfer characteristic
c
cs are imballanced, decreeasing SNM
M. Furthermoore, as the SR
RAM cell suupply
voltage VDD is reducced, the SN
NM is reduceed toward zzero, indicatiing that therre is a miniimum
value of VDD (VDD,MIIN) for propeer SRAM celll operation.

Fig. 1.14 Measured buttterfly curves of
o 6T SRAM cells. SNM iss reduced in thhe presence of random variiability
(adapted frrom [49]).

1.4.1 Random
R
Dopant
D
Fluctuati
F
ion (RDF
F)
One
O of the raandom variab
bility sourcees contributinng to the varriation in traansistor threshold
voltage VT is random
m dopant flu
uctuation (RD
DF), which is caused byy the variatioon in the nuumber
and placeement of dop
pant atoms in
i the chann
nel region off the transistoor. Fig. 1.155a shows how
w the
average number
n
of dopants
d
in th
he channel region
r
decreeases with teechnology sccaling. The small
number of
o dopant ato
oms makes VT susceptib
ble to even tthe slightestt amount of dopant variaation.
The amount of thresh
hold voltage variation (σ
σVT) can be rrepresented analytically by Eqn.1.3::

∝

∙

(1.3)
√

∙
12

ess of the gate
g
oxide, ϵox = dielecctric constannt of gate oxxide, Ntot = total
where Tox
o = thickne
number of
o dopants, W = channell width, L = channel lenggth [47]. Redduction in device dimennsions
(i.e. W and
a L) and increasing
i
doping densitty will resullt in larger VT variationn. Converselly, by
reducing the effectiv
ve thickness of the gate oxide
o
(e.g. bby adopting a high-k dieelectric), σV
VT can
be reduceed. A more detailed
d
analysis of VT variability
v
du
due to RDF ccan be perforrmed througgh 3D
device simulation, which
w
rando
omly placess dopant atooms within the transistor as show
wn in
Fig.1.15b
b. Another effective
e
meethod is to design
d
a testt chip with device strucctures to moonitor
random variability.
v

Fig. 1.15 a) Plot of aveerage number of dopant atoms vs. technoology node. b)) Simulated 3D
D bulk-Si MO
OSFET
structure with
w atomistic doping
d
taken in
nto account (ad
dapted from [477]).

1.4.2 Line
L
Edgee Roughn
ness (LER)
As
A transistorss are scaled down, their critical dimeension (CD)) – the gate llength – beccomes
so small that a sligh
ht deviation from the nominal
n
valuue can havee a large eff
ffect on elecctrical
performaance. One off the effects contributing
g to random
m variation inn CD is linee edge roughhness
(LER), which
w
is caussed by the granularity
g
of
o the photorresist materiaal (used to ddefine the paattern
of the gaate electrodees) at the molecular
m
lev
vel [51-52]. As the CD
D decreases, , LER doees not
decrease commensurrately, which
h can result in
i large VT vvariation as sshown in Figg. 1.16 [44]. LER
nd channel width
w
of a traansistor as ddepicted in F
Fig. 1.17a. W
With a
can affecct both the gaate length an
more adv
vanced struccture like thee FinFET, fin
n width variiation causedd by LER iss also becom
ming a
major concern.
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Fig. 1.16 Threshold
T
voltaage variation as a function off channel lengthh. The contribuution of gate linne edge roughnness is
predicted to
t overtake RD
DF at channel leengths below 17
1 nm [44].

Fig. 1.17 a)
a Top view sh
howing how LER can affect the gate length
th and channel width of a traansistor. b) Scaanning
Electron Microscope
M
(SE
EM) image of a photoresist lin
ne with LER.

Characterizat
C
tion of line edge
e
roughneess can be doone efficienttly by analyzzing the top view
scanning
g electron miicroscope (SEM) image of the featurre as in Fig. 1.17b [53]. A more acccurate
measurem
ment of LER
R can also be carried ou
ut using an attomic force microscope (AFM), albbeit at
a much slower
s
rate [51]. There are 3 param
meters that aare commonlly used to characterize LER:
root meaan square (R
RMS) roughn
ness, Correlaation length,, and Fractall dimension [51-52, 54]. The
RMS vallue of LER, which is often
o
expresssed in 3σ, gauges the amplitude oof CD deviaation.
Correlatiion length reefers to the distance
d
betw
ween points along the feeature whichh are correlatted in
the CD direction.
d
Laastly, fractall dimension gives a deggree of high--frequency ffluctuation iin the
14

LER [51]. Each of th
he LER paraameters musst meet a speecification inn order to enable furtheer CD
reduction
ns as required for future technology nodes
n
[55].

1.4.3 Gate
G
Worrk Function Varia
ation (W
WFV)
Another
A
emerrging sourcee of random variability hhas to do wiith the granuularity of thee gate
material [47]. Polysiilicon or meetal gate electrodes are composed oof multiple ccrystalline ggrains
(Fig. 1.18) [56]. Sin
nce each graain can posssess a differeent effectivee work funcction value, there
g work fu
unction variaation (WFV) between trransistors, leeading to vaariation in VT. To
exists a gate
mitigate variability caused
c
by WFV,
W
researcchers have pproposed thee use of an aamorphous m
metal
a
grainn size in thee gate material, the loweer the
for the gate material [56]. The smaller the average
nction-induceed VT variab
bility, as can
n be seen froom the ID-VG characterisstics in Fig. 1.19.
work fun
Although
h the use of an amorpho
ous metal gatte can help suppress VT variability, the averagee gate
WF of the device can be shiifted to an undesirablee value. Thherefore, it is importaant to
simultaneeously try to
o reduce WFV while maiintaining an acceptable nnominal valuue of VT.

Fig. 1.18 a)
a Individual grains
g
of a poly
y-crystalline gaate metal can iintroduce WFV
V b) TEM imaage and a diffrraction
pattern of a TiN poly-cry
ystalline gate sttructure showin
ng multiple graains (adapted fr
from [56]).
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Fig. 1.19 Measured
M
ID – VG curves of trransistors with poly crystallinne TiN (Left) vvs. amorphous TaSiN (Right)) gate
material. The
T introduction of TiSiN hellps reduce σVT due to WFV, bbut it also low
wers the averagee VT by a signiificant
amount [56
6].

1.5 Research
R
Objectiv
ves and Thesis
T
Ovverview
In
n Chapter 2,
2 the use off super-steep
p retrogradee (SSR) channnel doping to extend pplanar
bulk-Si MOSFET scalability is investig
gated. Threee-dimensionnal device simulationss are
performeed to comparre the perforrmance of MOSFETs
M
w
with SSR vs. uniform chaannel dopingg, for
physical gate length
h Lg = 28nm. Random
m dopant fluuctuation is introduced to examine the
effectiven
ness of SSR
R doping in
n mitigating
g RDF-inducced variabillity. The im
mplication foor 6T
SRAM cell
c yield is also analyzzed and thee result indi cates that S
SSR channell doping haas the
potential to lower VDD,MIN
of SRA
AM cell, traanslating to a significant power savinngs.
D
In
n Chapter 3,
3 a physicallly-based vaariability moodel is developed to expplain variatioons in
threshold
d voltage (V
VT) and draiin induced barrier
b
loweering (DIBL
L), and theirr correlationns for
SRAM and
a analog trransistors fab
bricated in a 32nm HKM
MG technoloogy. Inputs tto the model rely
on meassurements of forward (F)
( and rev
verse (R) m
mode characcteristics off transistors in a
mismatch
h pair. Modeeling results are validateed using SRA
AM and anallog devices. Asymmetric and
symmetric variation componentts of VT and DIBL varriability aree extracted uusing the m
model.
n is found to
o be a major component responsible for the highher σVT mism
match
Asymmeetric variation
in the satturation regiion of transisstor operatio
on as compar
ared to the linnear region of operationn, and
higher DIBL variabillity.
In
n Chapter 4,
4 the design
n of a test ch
hip to study the impact oof device vaariability in 228nm
planar bu
ulk and FD
D-SOI MOSFETs is disscussed. A device charracterizationn array incluuding
transistorrs in mismaatch pairs and
a differentt layout prooximity is uused to studdy the impaact of
random and
a systemattic variabilitty, respectiveely. Padded--out cells in an SRAM aarray are desiigned
for a 16n
nm FD-SOI CMOS tech
hnology to study
s
the im
mpact of varriability. Thee padded-ouut cell
design allows
a
for direct correelation betw
ween SRAM
M performaance metrics and transistor
characterristics. A built-in stress mode is also
o included inn the paddedd-out SRAM
M design to aallow
for charaacterization of
o SRAM cell performan
nce degradattion due to N
NBTI/PBTI aand RTN.
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In Chapter 5, a comprehensive study of process-induced variability due to RDF and LER
is investigated for planar and raised Germanium-Source Tunnel FETs. Device characteristics are
studied via three-dimensional device simulation calibrated to experimental data. The
contributions to RDF-induced VT variation due to atomistic doping in the different regions of the
device are identified. Different source-edge roughness profiles of a TFET are considered to
assess the impact of LER. The combined effect of RDF- and LER- induced variations on VT, ION,
and IOFF is analyzed. The energy vs. delay performance of a TFET accounting for variability is
benchmarked against that of a MOSFET.
In Chapter 6, the contributions of this dissertation are summarized and suggestions for
future work are offered.
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Chapter 2
Comparative Study of Uniform vs SuperSteep Retrograde Channel MOSFET and
Implications for 6T SRAM Yield
2.1 Introduction
Short-channel effects and variability in planar bulk silicon (bulk-Si) MOSFET
performance worsen as the gate length (Lg) is scaled down below 30 nm [1]. For the
conventional six-transistor (6-T) SRAM cell design, variability-induced transistor mismatch
results in cell imbalance which limits reductions in cell operating voltage [2]. These challenges
can be overcome by adopting thin-body MOSFET structures, such as the FinFET [3] or the fully
depleted silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI) MOSFET [4], which can have superior electrostatic
integrity. However, such structures require greater process complexity and/or more expensive
starting substrates, so that increased manufacturing cost is a concern. Since price is a key factor
for mobile electronics applications, planar bulk-Si CMOS technology still can be competitive
because of its lower process and/or substrate cost.
Super-steep retrograde (SSR) channel doping has been proposed to extend the scalability
of planar bulk-Si CMOS technology [5], and has been investigated in MOSFETs with relatively
long channel lengths by today’s standards [6-9]. Conventional doping approaches mostly utilize
ion implantation, which unavoidably results in dopants near to the channel-region surface, since
the dopant atoms are introduced through the surface. Recently developed epitaxial silicon
technology can alleviate this effect, since undoped silicon can be grown on diffusion barrier
layers, such as carbon-doped silicon [10-11] or oxygen partial monolayers [12-13], after
introduction of the ground-plane dopant atoms. In particular, the use of oxygen partial
monolayers [12] has not only the dopant diffusion blocking effect but also a dopant pile-up effect
below the inserted layers and thus shows promise for achieving the ideal SSR profile. In this
letter, the benefit of SSR channel doping over uniform channel doping (UD) for reducing
variability in planar bulk-Si MOSFET performance and improving SRAM yield is studied via
TCAD simulation of three-dimensional (3-D) devices with 28 nm gate length (Lg).
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2.3 Device Simulation Result
Table 1 summarizes the performance parameters for the different transistor designs. UD
devices generally show higher ID,Sat as compared to SSR devices, due to smaller electrical
channel length (LEFF) in the UD devices and larger body factor for the SSR devices [6]. DIBL is
much lower for SSR devices, in particular SSR2. SSR2 shows the worst subthreshold swing
(SS), however, due to its larger depletion capacitance (Cdep).
TABLE 2.1
COMPARISON OF TRANSISTOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
NMOS
UD 1

PMOS
UD 1

NMOS
UD 2

PMOS
UD 2

NMOS
SSR 1

PMOS
SSR 1

NMOS
SSR 2

PMOS
SSR 2

LEFF †(nm)

34.5

34.9

39.4

71.8

48.2

67.2

48.2

66.9

ID,Sat (A/um)

4.76E‐04

2.52E‐04

4.37E‐04

1.43E‐04

4.28E‐04 2.27E‐04 3.84E‐04 1.96E‐04

IOFF (A/um)

1.08E‐09

5.79E‐10

8.21E‐10

1.33E‐11

8.74E‐10 8.80E‐10 9.15E‐10 8.46E‐10

VT Sat (mV)

335

‐380

335

‐499

321

‐347

343

‐370

VT Lin(mV)

467

‐536

435

‐597

393

‐446

389

‐429

SS (mV/dec)

91

94

88

86

86

89

93

95

DIBL(mV/V)

139

164

105

103

76

104

48

62

σVT, Sat (mV)

49.6

52.9

43.9

45.6

32.8

40.0

25.4

22.4

Body Factor
(V1/2)

0.55

0.54

0.48

0.55

0.85

0.71

1.20

1.20

Logic VDD,MIN
(mV)

380

364

296

225

† LEFF is defined as the lateral distance at which S/D doping decays to 2 x 1019 cm‐3

VT roll-off curves are shown in Fig 2.5 (Lg is varied from 12 nm to 500 nm; the doping
profiles are unchanged.) The poor VT roll-off characteristics for the uniformly doped channels
are attributed to relatively thick EOT value used in this work. The short-channel effect is best
suppressed with the SSR2 channel doping profile for the same EOT, indicating that SSR channel
doping can extend poly-Si/SiON gate stack technologies beyond the 28nm node.
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Fig. 2.5 VT vs. Lg plots for a) NMOS and b) PMOS devices. VT is defined at a constant current (Io = 100 nA·W/L,
VDS = 1V).

ID,Sat vs. IOFF scatter plots are shown in Fig. 2.6. The distribution of performance for UD1
devices shows that they generally achieve higher ID,Sat as compared to UD2 devices with the
same IOFF. This is due to larger parasitic series resistance and longer LEFF in the UD2 devices.
Although SSR devices show less variation due to better suppression of SCE, they also have
degraded ID,Sat as compared with UD devices: at IOFF = 1 nA/um, the average value of ID,Sat is
lower for SSR2 than for UD1, by 7% for NMOS and 20% for PMOS.
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Fig. 2.6 ID,Sat-IOFF scatter plots due to RDF for a) NMOS and b) PMOS devices. Nominal device width=50 nm.

A comparison of VT variation between SSR1 and SSR2 devices shows that σVT is most
effectively suppressed when the channel depletion region does not extend beyond the SSR peak.
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Howeverr, the body factor
fa
is largeer and hencee ID,sat is smaaller in this ccase (SSR2)..
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drive currentt ratio
min are SS, D IBL, βp/βn (transistor d
between PMOS and
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b
and
d VT variatioon. SSR deevices are pprojected to have
lower log
gic VDD,min due
d to smalleer VT variatio
on and loweer DIBL, as ssummarized in Table 2.11.

2.4 6T
6 SRAM
M Yield Analysis
A
Read
R
static noise
n
margin
n (SNM) [1
17] and writteability currrent (IW, exxtracted from
m the
write N-ccurve) [18] are
a used to gauge
g
the read stability and write stability of ann SRAM celll. To
estimate 6-T SRAM
M cell performance and
d yield, phyysically-baseed analyticall models [22] are
calibrated
d to current vs. voltage characteristtics obtainedd from 3-D device simuulations, forr both
the linear and saturaation regimes of operatio
on. Simulateed gate leakkage currents for NMOS
S and
PMOS trransistors aree found to bee small relattive to off-st ate leakage current, andd therefore arre not
The cell siggma, definedd as the minnimum numbber of
considereed in the SR
RAM yield estimation.
e
standard deviations (for
( any com
mbination of variation soources) that ccan result inn a read failuure or
a write faailure (i.e. SNM or Iw leess than zero, respectivelly) [19], is thhen computeed accountinng for
process-iinduced variiations in device width
h and gate llength (assuuming Gausssian distribuutions
with 3σ = 10% of nominal value)) as well as RDF-induce
R
ed variation iin VT (see Table 2.1).

Fig. 2.7 Illlustration of a cell
c sigma metrric in a 2-D vaariation space, aaccounting forr variation in VT of PG and PD
D.
The most likely
l
failure iss represented by
y the length off the shortest veector (“cell siggma”) in the vaariation space
emanating from the origin and terminatting at the failu
ure surface. Thee actual modell takes into acccount 18 dimennsions
of variabiliity, including, W, L, and VT of
o the 6 transisstors in the SRA
AM cell.

Based
B
on pub
blished 6-T SRAM cell designs for 28 nm CMO
OS technoloogy [20]-[22], the
cell area is set to be 0.120
0
um2 in
n this work. The nominaal device widdths (W) forr pull-down (PD),
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pull-up (PU), and pass-gate (PG) devices are set to be 80 nm, 50 nm, and 50 nm, respectively.
(Based on reports in the literature [20], 50 nm is the typical device width for this technology
node.) Taking into account various layout constraints such as minimum active spacing, polypoly spacing, poly-active overlap, contact size, and so forth, the allowable range of the active
width for each transistor was estimated. Within the layout constraint of WPG + WPD ≤ 165 nm,
these device widths can be adjusted to tune the trade-off between read stability and write
stability. The sensitivity of SNM and Iwrite vs. the width of PG are shown in Fig. 2.8. Based on
the nominal design (WPG = 50nm) , SSR 2 shows the highest SNM, but also lower Iwrite
compared to other design cases. However, due to better trade-off between read and write
stability, the width of the PG in SSR2 can be made larger such that the SNM is lowered to match
that of UD’s cases while increasing its write current. When the read SNM of SSR2 is matched to
the UD’s nominal SNM ( ~190 nm), it has a 21.4% higher write current as compared to the UD’s
cases.
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Fig. 2.8 Sensitivity of a) SNM and b) Iwrite to the width of PG as it is varied from 50 nm to 80 nm.

Cells implemented with UD devices have better writeability than read stability;
therefore, WPD should be increased to improve SNM and thereby maximize cell sigma. Figs.
2.9a) and 2.9b) show how the trade-off between read yield and write yield (each measured in
number of cell sigmas) changes as WPD is increased from 80 nm to 115 nm, for SRAM cells
implemented with UD1 and UD2 devices, respectively. (Note that writeability depends
primarily on the strength of the PU device relative to the PG device, so that changes in WPD have
little impact on Iw yield.) Cells implemented with SSR devices have better read stability than
writeability; therefore, WPG should be increased to improve writeability and thereby maximize
cell sigma. Figs. 2.9c) and 2.9d) show how the trade-off between read yield and write yield
changes as WPG is increased from 50 nm to 80 nm, for SRAM cells implemented with SSR1 and
SSR2 devices, respectively.
For large-capacity SRAM, six-sigma yield for both read and write operation is required.
For UD1 devices, the minimum cell operating voltage (VMIN, SRAM) is 0.95 V, and for UD2
devices VMIN,SRAM = 0.75 V. Comparing UD vs. SSR devices with the same background doping,
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it can be seen that VMIN, SRAM is reduced by ≥ 0.25 V with SSR doping. This translates to
dynamic power savings of >50%. It is interesting to note that for SSR2 doping, VMIN, SRAM is
limited not by SNM yield but by IW yield; hence, further reduction in VMIN, SRAM can be achieved
by improving the strength of the NMOS transistors relative to the PMOS transistors, e.g. by
employing strain technology [20] or incorporating oxygen partial monolayers into the channel
region [13] to boost electron mobility.
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Fig. 2.9 SRAM yield result for a) UD 1, b) UD 2, c) SSR 1, and d) SSR 2. For UD, WPD = 80 – 115 nm, WPU =
50nm, WPG = 50nm. For SSR, WPD = 80 nm, WPU = 50 nm, WPG = 50–80 nm.

2.5 Summary
Short-channel effects can be effectively mitigated in 28 nm Lg MOSFETs by employing a
super-steep retrograde (SSR) channel doping profile, albeit at the cost of degraded transistor
drive current due to enhanced body factor. Estimations of six-transistor (6-T) SRAM cell yield
indicate SSR doping can provide for 33% reduction in VMIN, SRAM – which translates into >50%
dynamic power savings – as compared against uniform channel doping.
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Chapter 3
Threshold Voltage and DIBL Variability
Modeling based on Forward and Reverse
Measurement for SRAM and Analog
MOSFETs
3.1 Introduction
Variability in transistor threshold voltage (VT) worsens as transistor size continues to be
scaled down, severely affecting SRAM cell yield and degrading the performance of analog
circuits, preventing reductions in VDD [1-9]. Random sources of variability become dominant in
deep-sub-micron transistor technology, and include Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF), Work
Function Variation (WFV), and Gate Line-Edge Roughness Variation (LER) [10-18]. It is
imperative to have a physical understanding of how these variability sources affect the
characteristic of a transistor. For example, RDF-induced variation is not only caused by the
different number of dopant atoms statistically distributed among transistors, but also the position
at which these atoms are located within the channel region. A detailed variability component
breakdown is necessary to fully describe VT variability and correlations.
A method to investigate the impact of RDF-induced variability by comparing the currentvs.-voltage (I-V) characteristics of a transistor operating in forward (F) mode vs. reverse (R)
mode is proposed in [19]. Source-Drain positional asymmetry due to RDF has been studied in
[19-24] and results in asymmetric electrical characteristics between the forward and reverse
modes, but quantitative analysis with variability component breakdown has not been shown. This
chapter describes a methodology to breakdown VT LIN, VT SAT, and non-Gaussian drain inducedbarrier lowering (DIBL) variability into more fundamental terms and also predicts the bivariate
correlations between VT and DIBL, and has been validated using SRAM and analog transistor
pairs [25].
Even though the MOS transistor is a symmetric device by design, there can be a
significant difference between its I-V characteristics measured in forward and reverse modes,
due to RDF. This difference is not systematic but rather random in nature, with no intentional
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differencce in median
n VT between
n F vs. R mo
ode. It can hhave a profoound impact on the operration
of circuitts in which transistors
t
op
perate in botth modes, ann example beeing an SRA
AM cell. Durring a
cell read operation, the
t bit lines typically aree pre-chargeed high to VDD. If the sstorage nodee is in
the ‘0’ daata state, currrent flows from
f
the bit line (BL) thhrough the paass-gate (PG
G) and pull-ddown
(PD) tran
nsistor stack
k, as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). In this case, the biit line is acting as the drain
terminal and the storrage node is acting as th
he source terrminal for thhe PG device. During a write
‘0’ operaation, on the other hand, if the storag
ge node is innitially in thhe ‘1’data staate, current fflows
through the
t pull-up (PU)
(
and PG
G transistor stack
s
down tto the BL, ass shown in F
Fig. 3.1(b). Inn this
case, thee bit line is acting as th
he source teerminal and the storagee node is acting as the drain
terminal for the PG device. Theerefore, the PG transistoor in an SR
RAM cell is an examplee of a
device which
w
must operate in both
b
the F and
a R modees. Thus, it is importannt to accounnt for
asymmettry in transistor perform
mance in ord
der to have a better assessment off the SRAM
M cell
stability metrics.
m

Fig. 3.1 Circuit
C
diagram
ms showing thee direction of current flow during (a) Read and (b) W
Write operation in 6T
SRAM cell. The source and
a drain with respect to the biasing
b
is denooted as ‘S’ and ‘D’, respectivvely.

From a more fundamentaal point of viiew, random
m asymmetryy which causses differencces in
F vs. R operation
o
is part of the overall deviice variabiliity. It is not necessary ffor a transisttor to
operate in
i both F and
a R modee in order to
t be impaccted by thiss fundamenttal variabilitty. In
addition, not only will
w the thrreshold volttage of a ttransistor bee affected bby such ranndom
asymmettry, the mediian value off DIBL and variability inn DIBL alsoo will be afffected as a rresult.
DIBL vaariability is important
i
fo
or both SRA
AM and anaalog devices. For SRAM
M, it is impoortant
because the PU, PD
D, and PG transistors
t
operate
o
in ddifferent reggimes duringg read and write
operation
n. Therefore, VT depend
dence on VDS
bias
is
im
mportant andd DIBL servees as a proxxy for
D
this. Forr analog dev
vices, DIBL
L and its vaariability dirrectly correelate to variiability in ooutput
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resistance (ro), which
h in turn afffects intrinsicc gain and th
the maximum
m operating frequency oof the
device.
All
A of these issues emp
phasize the need for acccurate DIB
BL modelingg. Unfortunaately,
traditionaal Monte Carlo
C
SPICE
E simulation
n does not ttake random
m asymmetrric variationn into
account, and thus cannot
c
accu
urately captu
ure DIBL vvariability. P
Previously, DIBL has been
reported to be non-G
Gaussian and
d a log-norm
mal distributtion was prooposed to em
mpirically ffit the
data [20]]. The goal of
o this work
k is to explaiin the fundam
mental variaability compponents of VT LIN,
VT SAT, DIBL distrributions ass well as th
he correlatiion betweenn these parrameters usiing a
methodiccal variabilitty componen
nt decomposiition proceddure.

3.2 Test
T Structures an
nd Modeling
3.2.1 Mismatch
M
Pairs and Device Arrrays
SRAM and analog
a
devicees fabricated
d using a plaanar 32nm H
High-K Metal Gate (HK
KMG)
Partially--Depleted Silicon-On-I
S
Insulator (P
PDSOI) proocess are characterizeed in ordeer to
understan
nd the und
derlying varriability com
mponents. F
Fig. 3.2 shoows the tesst structures for
mismatch
h device paairs. The loccal variabilitty of a 6T SRAM celll is studied using equivvalent
transistorrs from the left and th
he right halv
ves of an S
SRAM cell (i.e. PG1 aand PG2 foorm a
mismatch
h pair). Forr analog dev
vices, a missmatch pair is formed by laying oout two idenntical
transistorrs in close prroximity.

Fig. 3.2 Laayouts (of active, gate and co
ontact layers) showing (a) 6T
T SRAM cell consisting of iindividual pulll-down
(PD), pull--up (PU), and pass-gate (PG)) transistors. (b
b) Analog devvices consistingg of identical ddevices are draawn in
close proxiimity.

The
T variabilitty componen
nt analysis requires
r
thatt I-V charactteristics for both the forrward
and reveerse mode be
b measured
d, as illustraated in Fig. 3.3. In thee forward m
mode, the grround
terminal (GND) is co
onnected to the source side and the supply voltaage (VDD) is connected tto the
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drain sid
de of the tran
nsistor. In a reverse mo
ode, on the oother hand, one simply interchangees the
electricall biasing: GN
ND is conneected to the drain
d
side, w
while VDD is connected too the sourcee side.
Linear an
nd saturation
n threshold voltages
v
(at multiple
m
VDDD) are collectted in both m
modes.

Fig. 3.3 Scchematic transiistor cross-secttions illustratin
ng Forward (F) vs. Reverse (R
R) mode biasinng scheme

3.2.2 Modeling
M
Variability
V
y Compon
nents
The
T overall variability
v
is broken dow
wn into four m
main compoonents: one gglobal compoonent
(Chip Meean CM [σCM
]),
and
thre
ee
local
comp
ponents
(Sym
mmetric [σSSym], Asymm
metric [σAsym]], and
M
LEff variaation [σSCE_Leff] ). Chip mean
m
variabiility results ffrom lot-to-lot, wafer-to--wafer, die-tto-die
(across wafer)
w
variattion, and it impacts both devices iin a mismattch pair equually. Symm
metric,
asymmettric, and LEff variationss constitute the random
m or local variations in the device.. The
symmetric componen
nt is defined
d as that whicch contributees equally too the VT betw
ween the forrward
and reverrse measurem
ment of the same
s
devicee under test. Sources of tthis type of vvariation aree gate
work fun
nction variation, and ran
ndom dopantt fluctuationns in the welll doping proofile or in thhe VT
adjustmeent doping profile implan
nted uniform
mly across thhe entire chaannel regionn. In contrasst, the
asymmettric componeent is defineed as that which
w
can ressult in a VT difference bbetween F aand R
modes. The
T most likely source of
o this type of
o variation iis random doopant fluctuaations in thee halo
doping profiles
p
at th
he source an
nd drain sid
des of the ddevice, or inn the sourcee/drain extennsion
doping profiles.
p
Lasstly, VT varriation due to
t LEff is allso considerred. This is the electroostatic
variabilitty componen
nt that is asssociated with
h the short cchannel effeect (SCE), w
which dependds on
the drain
n bias VDS since
s
SCE worsens
w
as drain bias iincreases. Thhese fundam
mental variaability
componeents which serve as the input to the model each are asssumed to hhave a Gauussian
distributiion and to bee independent of one an
nother. Neveertheless, no assumptionn is made a ppriori
about thee distribution
n of the outp
puts of the model,
m
includding VT LIN, VT SAT, and D
DIBL.

3.2.3 Effect
E
of Asymmetric Variation
Halo
H
or poccket implantts are comm
monly used to suppresss the shortt channel eeffect.
Howeverr, as some haave reported
d in literaturee previouslyy, this can result in randoom asymmettry of
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the F vs. R characteriistic of a tran
nsistor [19,2
22]. To undeerstand the physical reasooning behindd this
i
to examine the conducttion band eddge profile aalong
experimeental observaation, it is informative
the chann
nel region of
o the devicee, as depicted in Fig. 3.44. Let’s firstt focus on thhe forward m
mode
operation
n in Fig 3.4((a). The blacck trace indiccates the proofile in the llinear regime (VDS = 50 mV)
and the red
r trace ind
dicates the prrofile in the saturation reegime (VDS = 1V). For tthe device shhown
here in th
he linear reg
gime, the sou
urce-side po
otential barrier is higher with respect to its drainn-side
potential. It is likely that this deevice happen
ns to either hhave a higheer halo or a lighter extennsion
doping concentration
n near the so
ource-side, and
a hence thhe maximum
m channel pootential is loocated
near the source in th
he linear regiime under fo
orward modee. Furthermoore, the VT oof the device can
be qualittatively associated with the height of
o the sourcee-channel baarrier to carrrier injectionn, and
thereforee for the dev
vice shown here,
h
the sou
urce-side baarrier will deetermine thee linear threshold
voltage under
u
forwarrd mode (VT LIN F).
In
n the saturation regime (shown
(
by th
he red curvee), due to thee high VDS bbeing appliedd, the
potential near the drrain-side is lowered sig
gnificantly, causing thee maximum potential barrier
along thee channel to
o always app
pear on the source-sidee with respect to the moode that is bbeing
measured
d. This barrieer height willl qualitativeely set the saaturation threeshold voltaage under forrward
mode (VT SAT F). It is interesting to note that the differencce in the pottential barrieer height bettween
linear and
d saturation regime quallitatively dettermines the drain-inducced barrier loowering (DIB
BL F)
of the dev
vice in forw
ward mode.

Fig. 3.4 Qualitative
Q
vieew of the con
nduction band
d-edge profilee across the ssource/channell/drain regionss of a
MOSFET, in the linear and
a saturation regime of a) Forward and bb) Reverse moode operation. S and D denoote the
d the drain regio
ons, respectiveely.
source and
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When this same device is measured in the reverse mode as shown in Fig. 3.4(b), in the
linear regime the maximum source-channel potential barrier is unchanged relative to the forward
mode, i.e. it is now located on the drain side with respect to the reverse mode measurement. This
results in VT LIN being approximately the same in both F and R modes (VT LIN F ≈ VT LIN R ). In the
saturation regime, the applied VDS is large enough such that the band-edge profile near the drain
side is lowered significantly, leaving the maximum potential to be always located on the sourceside of the device. Thus, in reverse mode, the saturation threshold voltage (VT SAT R) will be set
by the potential barrier at the source-side which is lower (due to lower net doping in this case).
The height difference between the maximum potential barrier in the linear and saturation regime
is again representative of DIBL in the reverse mode (DIBL R). It is imperative to note that for the
reverse mode measurement shown here the maximum potential barrier in the channel changes
from the drain-side in the linear regime to the source-side in the saturation regime. In essence,
VT LIN is unchanged in F-R, whereas VT SAT can be quite different in F-R. Consequently, there
can be a large difference between VT LIN R and VT SAT R for this particular device as compared to
the forward mode. This implies that both the median and the standard deviation value of DIBLR
will also be larger as compared to those of DIBLF. Thus, random device asymmetry contributes
to the differences between VT SAT F and VT SAT R, and determines the degree of correlation
between linear and saturation threshold voltage, which is captured in the DIBL variability metric.

3.2.4 Parameter Extraction Flow
Fig. 3.5 illustrates the parameter extraction flow for the proposed model. Threshold
voltages in both the linear and saturation regimes of operation, as well as for forward and reverse
modes, are extracted using a constant-current definition: 300 nA *(W/L) for NMOS; 70
nA*(W/L) for PMOS. Once experimental data is acquired, quantities such as DIBL and VT
mismatch (VT LIN/SAT MM) can be derived with respect to different mode of measurements. Using
the proposed governing equations, the four fundamental variation components mentioned earlier
can be extracted. Lastly, by employing these variation components in the model, VT LIN, VT SAT,
and DIBL are reconstructed and compared against silicon data for variability component
validation.
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Fig. 3.5 Parameter Exttraction flow
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TABLE 3.1
LIST OF EQUATIONS IN VARIABILITY MODELING

(a)
=

−
−

=

−

=

−

(b)
VT LIN F 1/2 = VT0 − VDS,LIN · NDIBL + ∆VT CM + ∆VT Sym 1/2
+ max(∆VT Asym-Source 1/2 ,∆VT Asym-Drain 1/2) − VDS,LIN · ∆VT SCE_Leff F 1/2
VT LIN R 1/2 = VT0 − VDS,LIN · NDIBL + ∆VT CM + ∆VT Sym 1/2
+ max(∆VT Asym-Drain 1/2 ,∆VT Asym-Source 1/2) − VDS,LIN · ∆VT SCE_Leff R 1/2
VT SAT F 1/2 = VT0 − VDS,SAT · NDIBL + ∆VT CM + ∆VT Sym 1/2
+ ∆VT Asym-Source 1/2 − VDS,SAT · ∆VT SCE_Leff F 1/2
VT SAT R 1/2 = VT0 − VDS,SAT · NDIBL + ∆VT CM + ∆VT Sym 1/2
+ ∆VT Asym-Drain 1/2 − VDS,SAT · ∆VT SCE_Leff R 1/2
NOTE: VT0 and NDIBL are fitting parameters
∆VT ‘Extracted Variability’ ≡ Gaussian Random Variable N(0, 2
σ ‘Extracted Variability’ )

(c)
=

=

=
=

(d)
=2

+ 2

=2

+2

=2

+2

+ 2
+ 2
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Table 3.1(a) summarizes the equations used to obtain the derived experimental quantities.
Note that the derived DIBL value presented here is the absolute DIBL value (i.e. the difference
between VT LIN and VT SAT, without normalizing to the difference in VDS bias used in linear and
saturation regimes). Table 3.1(b) summarizes how the linear and saturation threshold voltages for
forward and reverse modes are derived using fundamental VT components, namely chip mean
(CM), symmetric (Sym), asymmetric (Asym), and short channel effect due to LEff (SCE_Leff).
Focusing first on the modeling of a linear threshold voltage of a forward mode device (VT LIN F),
the equation consists of two fitting parameters: VT0 and NDIBL (Normalized DIBL). VT0 and
NDIBL are used to adjust for the mean of the threshold voltage distribution. It is important to
note that these two fitting parameters are simply constant; they do not in any way affect the
calculation of the standard deviation of VT. In addition to the two fitting parameters, the
threshold voltage also comprises a random component pertaining to four fundamental variability
components (i.e. ΔVT CM , ΔVT Sym , ΔVT Asym , ΔVT SCE_Leff) . Each component of VT variability is
assumed to have a Gaussian distribution, with a mean value of zero and a standard deviation
corresponding to that of the extracted variability components. Additionally, in the linear regime
of operation, since only the maximum potential barrier matters, the asymmetric variation
component captures this physical effect mathematically through the ‘max’ function. The short
channel effect is captured through the LEff component, which is a function of drain bias. Its effect
is to lower the nominal VT, as indicated by the negative sign. VT LIN R can be constructed in the
same manner as VT LIN F.
For VT SAT, the main difference is that the potential barrier will always appear at the
source-side due to the large VDS bias, which pulls down the electron conduction band energy
near the drain-side. As a result, the source-side barrier will always determine the saturation
threshold voltage for VT SAT ; the potential on the drain-side has little influence on the overall VT.
Therefore, only the asymmetric variation component at the source-side is taken into account in
the modeling. For VT SAT in forward mode, the asymmetric variation at the source-side is denoted
as ΔVT Asym-Source. But for VT SAT in the reverse mode, the source-side is actually what was
previously denoted as the drain-side in the forward mode. Hence the asymmetric variation at the
drain-side, ΔVT Asym-Drain, is included in the modeling of VT SAT R instead.
The modeling assumptions are summarized in Table 3.1(c). The standard deviation of
variation of the asymmetric component is assumed to be the same for both devices in a mismatch
pair, and for forward vs. reverse modes. The symmetric component of variation is also assumed
to have the same standard deviation for both devices in a mismatch pair. The standard deviation
of variation due to LEff is assumed to be the same for both devices in a mismatch pair, and for
forward vs. reverse modes. There is no closed-form expression for the standard deviation of the
max function between two Gaussian random variables. Thus, the standard deviation due to the
max function between the source-side and drain-side asymmetric variation can be well
approximated (as validated by Monte Carlo simulation) by the standard deviation of the
asymmetric variation divided by the fourth root of 2.
Table 3.1(d) describes the governing equations used to extract the fundamental variability
components from standard deviations of the derived experimental data. These were derived using
the VT equations in Table 3.1(b). From experimental measurements the standard deviations for
VT SAT MM [F-RVT SAT MM [1-2], and VT LIN MM[1-2] are determined. Then, using the equations in Table
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3.1(d) one can solve for the three unknowns: σSym, σAsym, and σSCE,Leff. The chip mean component
of variation σCM can be calculated directly from the experimental data by assuming that random
variation and systematic variation components are uncorrelated, and local variations between the
devices in a mismatch pair are uncorrelated [12]. Once the four fundamental variability
components are extracted, the entire set of VT LIN and VT SAT distributions including the median
and standard deviation can be reconstructed and validated against silicon data.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Variability Component Analysis in SRAM
The histograms of VT LIN, VT SAT, and DIBL for PG transistors is shown in Fig. 3.6. The
number of mismatch pairs used in this study is 1900. Experimental distributions are shown in red
while the modeling results are shown in black. The distributions of VT LIN and VT SAT are found to
be well approximated by Gaussian functions. On the other hand, DIBL distribution is
experimentally found to be non-Gaussian and the model is able to capture the non-Gaussian
nature of this distribution with good accuracy. This observation is consistent with the published
literature in which it was found that the DIBL distribution is better described by a Log-Normal
distribution [20]. The key point to note here is that non-Gaussian behavior of DIBL can be
reproduced by the model without having to assume any empirical distribution for DIBL a priori.
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Fig. 3.6 Distributions of (a) VT LIN [@VDS=50mV] (b) VT SAT [@VDS=1V] (c) DIBL. VT LIN and VT SAT have nearly
Gaussian distributions, but DIBL clearly does not follow a normal distribution.

Fig. 3.7 shows a correlation plot of threshold voltage values for F vs. R mode operation
of the same device. VT LIN is shown in red (model) and blue (experiment) symbols. This result is
also consistent with [20]; linear VT values for forward and reverse modes of the same device are
almost identical as expected from the aforementioned analysis of the conduction band-edge
profile. For VT SAT shown in black (model) and green (experiment) symbols, there can be much
larger differences between F vs. R mode values. The primary reason for this weaker correlation
between VT SAT F and VT SAT R is random asymmetric variability and, to a lesser extent, the
contribution of the LEff component since its effect also increases with increasing drain bias.
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+100
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Fig. 3.7 Strong correlation between F vs. R mode is seen for VT LIN. Weaker correlation is seen for VT SAT.

A device with a higher VT SAT in the forward mode would likely have a maximum
potential barrier near the source-side in the linear regime of operation. Therefore, a device with a
higher VT SAT in the forward mode is denoted as a “source-limited” device. A similar argument
can be made for a device that has a higher VT SAT in the reverse mode. In this case, it is likely that
this particular device has a maximum potential barrier near the drain-side (with respect to the
forward mode) in the linear regime of operation, and hence it is denoted as a “drain-limited”
device. Consequently, the ensemble of the devices can be broken down into two groups,
depending on where the maximum potential barrier along the channel is located in the linear
regime of operation.
The device ensemble is sorted into source-limited and drain-limited devices. Based on
this grouping, the median threshold voltage of the source-limited and drain-limited devices can
be calculated separately. Fig. 3.8 shows the experimental data of median threshold voltage as a
function of drain bias VDS, for source-limited devices (solid black curve), drain-limited devices
(dotted blue curve), and all devices (red dashed curve).
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Fig. 3.8 Median value of threshold voltage as a function of drain voltage. Source-limited devices show lower DIBL
compared to drain-side devices.

At low VDS, the median VT of the source- and drain-limited populations are the same. But
as VDS increases, the median VT for source-limited devices does not decrease as rapidly,
implying that DIBL is lower for these devices as compared to drain-limited devices. The median
VT for the entire population of devices is in fact an average of the source- and drain-limited
devices’ median VT values.
The experimental result of σVT mismatch (σVT MM 1-2) as a function of VDS is shown in
Fig. 3.9. The overall VT mismatch variation is represented by the black curve. As shown, the VT
mismatch variation increases with increasing drain bias. To explain this effect, it is informative
to investigate the random asymmetric variation component of σVT mismatch as a function of
drain bias. This can be experimentally determined by measuring σVT mismatch for forward vs.
reverse mode (σVT MM F-R) as a function of VDS. The result is plotted with a dotted blue curve in
Fig. 3.9, and it is clear that mismatch variation due to asymmetric variation increases
substantially with increasing drain bias. Furthermore, one can analytically remove this
asymmetric variation component by measuring the variation in mismatch between two sourcelimited devices (or drain-limited devices) in a device pair. With the asymmetric variation
component removed, σVT mismatch does not depend on VDS as shown by the red dotted line. In
other words, the short channel effect component only has a small contribution to the increase in
variation of VT mismatch with increasing VDS. Rather, random asymmetric variation is the major
component responsible for the increase in variation of VT mismatch with increasing drain bias,
resulting in the experimental observation that σVT MM SAT > σVT MM LIN.
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Fig. 3.9 Dependence of measured σVT MM on VDS. Random asymmetry variation causes σVT MM to increase with
increasing VDS.

Correlation between linear and saturation VT of the same device measured under a given
mode (i.e. forward mode) is plotted in Fig. 3.10. The experimental data is indicated by the black
symbols. Overlaid on top are the modeling results which are decomposed into two groups: the
source-limited devices as shown in green and the drain-limited devices as shown in blue.
Overall, there is a positive correlation between VT SAT and VT LIN. By dividing the population into
two groups, the model reveals why the correlation has this particular shape. The source-limited
device exhibits two characteristics: 1) For a given VT LIN, the mean of the corresponding VT SAT
of source-limited device shows a larger value as compared to drain-limited device (lower median
DIBL) 2) Correlation between linear and saturation threshold voltage for source-limited device is
much greater compared to drain-limited devices (lower DIBL variability). The reason behind
these observations can be explained by recalling the conduction band-edge profile introduced
previously in Fig 3.4. Source-limited devices show higher correlation between VT SAT and VT LIN
because the maximum potential appears near the source-side in both the linear and saturation
regime. On the other hand, for the drain-limited devices, the maximum potential in the channel
shifts from near the drain-side in the linear regime to near the source-side in the saturation
regime, resulting in lower correlation between VT LIN and VT SAT. Therefore, random asymmetric
variation which introduces asymmetry in the potential profile will result in wider distributions of
VT SAT and VT LIN, as is evident for the drain-limited devices. The overall distribution of VT SAT
vs. VT LIN is a combination of distributions for these two subsets.
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Fig. 3.10 Correlation between VT LIN F1 and VT SAT F1. The distribution is broken down into source-limited (S) and
drain-limited (D) devices.

The relationship between DIBL and VT can also be understood by comparing the
modeling result to the experimental data. In Fig. 3.11(a), forward DIBL (VT LIN F1 – VT SAT F1) is
plotted against linear threshold voltage VT LIN. The variation and median of VT LIN of the sourceand drain- limited devices are essentially the same (i.e. this is seen by the same horizontal spread
in the scatter plot). However, there is a large difference in the corresponding DIBL value. In
particular, the drain-limited devices show a higher median DIBL and a much larger variability.
Again, this is because drain-limited devices are prone to random device asymmetry, resulting in
a weak correlation between linear and saturation threshold voltage. As a result, this helps explain
the origin of the ‘dome’ shape when plotting DIBL vs. VT LIN that has been reported elsewhere in
literature. Similarly, a plot between DIBL vs. VT SAT can also be constructed. As expected, one
observes an anti-correlation relationship since higher VT SAT implies lower DIBL. Moreover, the
result suggests that drain-limited devices are responsible not only for the increase in DIBL value,
but also the increase in DIBL variability. We can conclude that DIBL and its variability is not
only electrostatic in nature but is also impacted by components of RDF.
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Fig. 3.11 (a) The weak correlation between VT LIN F1 and DIBLF1 is comprised of two populations (S and D), driven
by random positional asymmetry. (b) Anti-correlation between VT SAT F1 and DIBLF1. Drain-limited devices
increase the mean of DIBL and have larger DIBL variability.

It is also informative to examine the relationship between DIBL in the forward mode vs.
DIBL in the reverse mode as shown in Fig. 3.12. The result reveals a weak anti-correlation
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shape between DIBLF and DIBLR. The model is able to explain why the correlation has this
particular characteristic by breaking down the entire population into source- and drain- limited
devices. Focusing first on the source-limited devices, the mean value of the forward DIBL is
generally lower compared to the reverse DIBL, as illustrated by the vertical ellipsoidal shape.
This traces back to the fact that source-limited device has maximum potential barrier closer to
the source-side in the linear regime. Therefore, DIBL measured in forward mode is better
suppressed as compared to measuring it in the reverse mode. The same argument applies for the
drain-limited device. Since the maximum potential barrier is located at the drain end in the
linear regime, measuring in reverse mode ensures that the maximum potential barrier does not
shift position as device is biased from linear to saturation regime, and thus DIBL for reverse
mode will be smaller compared to DIBL for forward mode. The superposition of these two
distribution results in the particular anti-correlation seen in the experimental data.
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0.04
0.04
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DIBL F1 (V)

0.16

Fig. 3.12 Anti-correlation between forward and reverse DIBL mismatch (DIBLF1 vs. DIBLR1) is driven by random
positional asymmetry and is comprised of source- and drain-limited devices.

In addition to pass-gate devices in the SRAM cell, the modeling was also done for pullup and pull-down devices. Similar trends and correlations were observed for these devices as
well.

3.3.2 Variability Component Analysis in Analog Devices
The same model that is used to describe variability in SRAM devices was applied to
analog devices as well. Experimental data for analog devices was analyzed for two datasets:
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short gate length and long gate length devices. Sample results for an analog device with short
gate length are shown in Fig. 3.13. The number of devices under test for short gate length is 4920
mismatch pairs. Excellent agreement between the silicon data and modeling results is observed.
Similar to the SRAM results, high correlation exists between VT LIN values and a weak
correlation exists between VT SAT values as shown in Fig 3.13 (a). The overall data can be broken
down into source- and drain-limited devices, as illustrated in the correlation plot between DIBLF
and VT SAT F in Fig. 3.13(b). The results for long gate length analog devices are shown in Fig.
3.14(a)-(b), showing similar trends.
In short, the modeling presented herein has been validated across multiple geometries and
device flavors, showcasing the robustness of the component breakdown framework.
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Fig. 3.13 Analog devices with short gate length Lg. a) Correlation plot between forward and reverse mode VT b)
Correlation plot of DIBL vs. VT SAT.
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Fig. 3.14 Analog devices with long gate length Lg. a) Correlation plot between forward and reverse mode VT b)
Correlation plot of DIBL vs. VT SAT.
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3.3.3 Symmetric and Asymmetric Random Variability Implications for
Semiconductor Process and Gate Length Scaling
The ability to decompose variability into different components not only allows a better
understanding of device variability, but also provides opportunity to refine the device fabrication
process. For example, when analyzing a particular flavor of transistor, if it is found that the
asymmetric variation component is much larger compared to the symmetric component, then it is
logical to assume that the overall variation of such device is dominated by asymmetric variation.
From a processing standpoint, focus should be made on optimizing the halo doping, or the
source/drain extension doping steps in the process flow. If, on the other hand, the symmetric
variation component is the main contributor to VT variation, then the emphasis should be on
optimizing the well doping, or the gate stack deposition. Thus, the model allows a feedback path
between device characterization and process optimization to improve transistor performance and
reduce variability. Such close interaction between device and process design is even more critical
for the aggressively scaled transistors in state-of-the-art CMOS technology.
It is well known that the variation in VT mismatch increases as the geometry of a
transistor reduces. Specifically, Pelgrom inferred that the variation would scale inversely with
√ ∙ [26-27]. Alternatively, one can conclude that as the width and length of the channel
region become larger, variability should become smaller. This is true in general. However, the
asymmetric variability does not diminish commensurately as gate length increases (relevant for
analog devices whose Lg is much larger compared to logic). As a result, DIBL and DIBL
variability will not scale down well when the gate length is made to be large, contributing to poor
device mismatch and large variation in the output conductance of the analog device. Moreover,
this observation is also evident when analyzing a Pelgrom plot. Due to the non-scalable
component of asymmetric variation with respect to gate length, one can experimentally observe a
non-zero crossing point in the Pelgrom plot.

3.4 Conclusion
Variations in VT and DIBL and their correlations can be well-captured for SRAM and
analog devices by incorporating random asymmetry manifested through the difference between
forward- and reverse-mode characteristics of a MOS transistor. Modeling the effects of random
asymmetric variation provides a more accurate understanding of VT and DIBL variability, and
their correlations, enabling better parametric yield estimation in SRAMs and ROUT variability in
analog devices. We can conclude that DIBL and its variability is not only electrostatic in nature
but is also impacted by components of RDF. By using this variability analysis and component
breakdown modeling framework, the overall VT and DIBL variability can be identified and then
optimized by minimizing symmetric and asymmetric variation components.
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Chapter 4
Variability Characterization in FullyDepleted Silicon-On-Insulator (FD-SOI)
Transistors
4.1 Introduction
In order to satisfy Moore’s Law, transistors are made smaller in each successive
technology node so that more of them can be put onto a chip [1-3]. However, such aggressive
scaling can also have an adverse effect on the electrostatic integrity of a transistor, causing large
off-state current and worsening short-channel effects. To mitigate such undesirable effects,
planar bulk-silicon transistors often employ techniques such as the use of retrograde/halo doping,
shallow source/drain junctions, and high-k metal gate stacks [4-7]. One of the root causes of poor
electrostatic control is relatively weak capacitive gate coupling to the electric potential in the
silicon body region that is further from the gate-oxide interface. The Si region which is furthest
away from the gate can serve as a major leakage path [8-9]. To tackle this challenge head on, one
can think of removing all paths far away from the gate. In fact, this is precisely the idea behind
the thin-body (fully depleted) MOSFET [10-14]. If the thickness of the silicon body is made
much thinner than the gate length short-channel effects are dramatically reduced. The two most
common implementations of a thin-body MOSFET today are the vertical FinFET or planar
FDSOI (Fully-Depleted Silicon-On-Insulator) MOSFET [15-16].
The FinFET is a double-gate MOSFET structure which is more scalable compared to the
FDSOI MOSFET due to superior gate control. However, it requires a high aspect ratio Si fin
geometry, which presents a major challenge from a fabrication standpoint. Additionally, since
the drive strength of a FinFET is adjusted by changing the number of fins, circuit designers must
cope with discrete adjustments in drive current for FinFETs [17]. On the other hand, the FD-SOI
MOSFET structure, which also uses a thin body similar to the FinFET, offers improved
electrostatic control over the planar bulk MOSFET without adding significant fabrication
challenges or imposing new restrictions on circuit design. Instead of a bulk Si wafer, the starting
substrate is a Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) wafer [18]. The device fabrication process steps are
very similar or less complicated compared to those of a standard planar bulk Si device
fabrication process. From a circuit designer standpoint, the FDSOI design kit is also similar to
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that for bulk
b
Si techn
nology: device widths can
c be adjussted to tune ttransistor drrive strengthh, and
back-biassing can be used
u
to dynaamically adju
ust transistorr threshold vvoltage [19-220].
Given
G
that FDSOI
F
tech
hnology is a promisingg candidate to replacee planar bullk Si
technolog
gy, variabiliity analysis of FDSOI MOSFETs is necessary
ry. This cann be achieveed by
implemen
nting a devicce characteriization array
y and paddedd-out SRAM
M cells in a teest chip.

4.2 Device
D
Ch
haracteriization Array
A
To
T capture and undersstand the im
mpact of ddifferent varriability souurces on ddevice
performaance, transisstors of diffferent sizes and layout geometries are includeed in the ddevice
characterrization array
y. Ring osciillators, capaacitance testt structures, and resistannce test strucctures
can also be includeed. Using built-in
b
circu
uitry on thee chip, eachh individuaal device caan be
electricallly accessed
d and charaacterized thrrough the innput/output (I/O) pads.. In generall, the
variabilitty test strucctures can be
b classified
d as 1) Ranndom or 2)) Systematicc variabilityy test
structures. Both NM
MOS and PM
MOS transisto
ors, of diffeerent VT valuues, are inclluded. Test chips
were fab
bricated by STMicroelectronics ussing a 28nm
nm high-k/m
metal-gate (H
HKMG) process
technolog
gy, on both bulk-Si and
d SOI substrates to allow
w for a direcct comparisoon of planarr bulk
vs. FDSO
OI technolog
gies. The layout of the deevice charac terization bllock is show
wn in Fig. 4.11
.

Fig. 4.1 Laayout view of the
t device charracterization bllock consistingg of NMOS andd PMOS transiistor arrays.

4.2.1 Random
R
Variability
V
Test Strucctures
Random
R
variiability sourrces such as
a random dopant flucctuations (R
RDF), gate work
function variation (W
WFV), and line-edge ro
oughness (L
LER) can coontribute to vvariations inn VT,
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IOFF, and
d ION betweeen devices with
w identicaal layouts. Inn order to isolate the im
mpact of ranndom
variabilitty from that of systemattic variabilitty, transistorr pairs (i.e. m
mismatch teest structuress) are
often useed. These teest transistorrs are identiccally drawnn structures aand they aree placed in close
proximity
y to one another on thee chip. If th
here is a sysstematic souurce of variaability, its im
mpact
would bee the same fo
or both devices. As a ressult, when thhe difference (as opposeed to the abssolute
value) off the perform
mance param
meter between
n the two traansistors in a pair is anaalyzed, the im
mpact
due to systematic
s
variability
v
iss canceled out, i.e. thee differencee is due enttirely to ranndom
variabilitty. To ensurre that the transistors
t
in
n a pair are identical inn every posssible aspect,, it is
importan
nt to make su
ure that the surrounding
s
area is the saame for bothh transistors.. Fig. 4.2 shoows a
Device Under
U
Test (DUT) surrounded by du
ummy activee regions. Thhe other corrresponding DUT
in the pair is also draawn in a sim
milar mannerr. Such a layyout will helpp to eliminaate variabilityy that
might arrise from lay
yout-depend
dent proximiity effects ssuch as mecchanical streess from Shaallow
Trench Issolation (ST
TI) or near-by
y active deviices [21-22]..

Fig. 4.2 A layout showin
ng Device Und
der Test (DUT
T) surrounded bby dummy acttive regions w
with equal distaance to
elimate any
y layout-depen
ndent proximity
y effects.

It
I has been
n theoreticallly derived and experrimentally vvalidated thhat variabilitty in
MOSFET
T threshold voltage inccreases as th
he transistorr channel diimensions arre made sm
maller.
Specificaally, σVT is proportional
p
l to 1/√ ∙ [23-25]. T
Thus, devicees with different channell area
values (ii.e. W x L)), ranging from
f
large to small, aare includedd in the arraay to assess the
significan
nce of this trrend. The lisst of transistor channel ddimensions iis summarizeed in Fig. 4.3. To
further examine the sensitivity of
o variability
y sources too various deevice design parameters (e.g.
g
length),, different combinations
c
s of W andd L correspoonding to a fixed
channel width and gate
channel area are also
o included; devices which have thee same channnel area aree coded witth the
same collor in Fig 4.3.
4 This alllows one to
o decouple ddifferent varriation sourcces affecting the
transistorr threshold voltage. Fo
or example, the impactt of gate LE
ER on σVT might be more
sensitive to gate leng
gth scaling as compared
d to channell width scaling. Thus, ddifferent Pellgrom
n be generated to compaare the effecct of scalingg the channeel length onlly or the channel
plots can
width only, while keeeping W x L constant.
For System-O
On-Chip (SO
OC) products, multiple values of VT must be available tto the
herefore, it is also imporrtant to invesstigate how vvariability w
will affect deevices
designerss [26-27]. Th
of differeent nominal VT values. To
T this end, three differrent VT levels (Low VT, Regular VTT, and
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High VT) are includeed for each value
v
of W x L. VT tuniing is achievved through a combinatiion of
gate leng
gth trimming
g and backplaane doping underneath
u
tthe Buried O
Oxide layer (BOX).

Fig. 4.3 Su
ummary of MO
OSFET channell dimensions in
ncluded in the device charactterization arrayy.

4.2.2 Systematic
S
c Variabilitty Test Strructures
In
n addition to
o device strucctures used to
t study randdom variability, several device strucctures
are inclu
uded to assisst with the study
s
of systtematic variiability assocciated with layout proxximity
effects, including
i
meechanical stress induced
d by STI, L
Length of Diiffusion (LO
OD), well dooping
proximity
y, and segm
mented channel design
n. The desiggn and layyout of thesse structures are
summarizzed in the fo
ollowing secttions.
4.2.2.1

Shallow Trench
T
Isolation (STI) Effect

Mechanical
M
stress induced by STI can
n affect carriier mobility and therebyy affect transistor
on-state drive
d
currentt [28-29]. To
o quantify th
he impact off STI-inducedd stress from
m different
direction
ns, dummy acctive regionss are drawn at different ddistances (λ)) away from the device uunder
test. For example, to examine thee stress inducced along thhe channel diirection of a transistor, thhe
two dummy active reectangles loccated on the sides of the DUT are draawn at distannces of λ, 2 λ, 3
λ, and 4 λ away from
m DUT, as sh
hown in Fig. 4.4. Similarrly, the effecct of STI-indduced stress
across the channel (aalong the wid
dth direction
n) can also bee captured bby placing thhe dummy acctive
regions at
a the top and
d bottom of a DUT at diffferent distannces as depiicted in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.4 Teest structures to
o monitor the effect
e
of STI-in
nduced stress aalong the channnel direction (laateral).

Fig. 4.5 Teest structures to
o monitor the effect
e
of STI-in
nduced stress aacross the channnel direction (vvertical).

4.2.2.2

Gate Effeect

Design
D
Rule Check
C
(DRC
C) often requ
uires that a m
minimum dennsity of the gate/poly layyer is
achieved
d in order to ensure an accceptable yieeld during thhe chemical--mechanical polishing (C
CMP)
step [30]]. However, these dumm
my poly stru
uctures or gaate electrodees of neighbboring transistors
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can influence the stress within the channel region of the DUT. In addition to stress effects,
optical proximity effects during the photolithographic exposure process can cause the adjacent
gate electrodes to have an impact on the patterned shape of the gate electrode [31]. The test
structures used to investigate the impact of this neighboring gate/poly feature effect are shown in
Fig. 4.6, where one device has a dummy poly feature on each side of the DUT and the other
device only has a dummy poly feature on one side.

Fig. 4.6 Test structure used to study systematic variability induced by neighboring gate-level features.

4.2.2.3

Length of Diffusion

The stress profile within the channel region of the DUT also depends on the length of the
diffusion (LOD) or source/drain regions of the transistor [32]. To study the impact of LOD on
device performance, transistors with same gate length Lg and channel width W were drawn with
different diffusion lengths at λ, 3λ, 4λ, and 5λ for both the source and the drain sides, as shown
in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7 Teest structures used
u
to study th
he impact of len
ngth of diffusioon on transistoor performance.

4.2.2.4

Asymmettric Source//Drain Diffu
usion Lengtth

In
n addition to
o devices hav
ving equal so
ource/drain ddiffusion lenngths, the LO
OD of a DUT
T can
also be asymmetric
a
(e.g.
(
source--side LOD is longer thaan drain-sidee LOD), as iillustrated inn Fig.
4.8. Thiss test structu
ure can be used
u
to decouple the imppacts of souurce-side LO
OD vs. drainn-side
LOD, permitting a close examin
nation of parrameters whiich are sensitive to S/D asymmetry such
as VT SATT and source-injection veelocity.

Fig. 4.8 Teest structures with
w asymmetriic source/drain diffusion lenggths.

4.2.2.5

Shared Source/Drain
S
n Mismatch
h Pair

Two
T
test tran
nsistors are drawn such that a diffuusion regionn is shared bbetween them
m, as
depicted in Fig. 4.9. This particu
ular layout is common w
when transisstors are connnected in a stack
de configuraation. This sttructure is qu
uite useful foor random vvariability stuudy since thee two
or cascad
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structures are as clo
ose as possib
ble to one another.
a
It ccan also be used to moonitor system
matic
variabilitty such as the difference in channel stress
s
profilees within DU
UT#1 and DU
UT #2.

Fig. 4.9 Mismatch
M
pair teest structures with
w shared sou
urce/drain regioon.

4.2.2.6

Well Proximity Effect

In
n a planar bulk
b
CMOS technology, NMOS andd PMOS traansistors are placed insidde Pwell and N-well regiions, respecttively [22, 33]. In a FD--SOI CMOS
S technologyy, the dopingg type
underneaath the isolaating buried oxide (BOX
X) layer cann be adjusteed to achievve the desireed VT
specificaation, for botth NMOS an
nd PMOS traansistors. Duue to lateral straggle of iimplanted doopant
atoms, th
he doping concentration within the well
w region oof the DUT ccan be affectted if it is situuated
close to the boundaary between
n the N-welll and the P
P-well. To investigatee this effectt, test
structures shown in Fig. 4.9 an
nd 4.10 aree used, wheerein the DU
UTs are plaaced at diffferent
distancess away from
m the boundaary of the weell doping, llaterally as w
well as vertiically. In ordder to
isolate th
he well prox
ximity effecct from a paarticular direection, devicces are placced at least 3 um
away fro
om that partiicular well boundary.
b
Fo
or example, to example the effect of the side N
N-well
on NMO
OS transistors residing within
w
a P-well, DUTs aare placed att distances oof λ, …, 6λ away
from the side N-welll/P-well bou
undary, whiile ensuring that all of the DUTs aare at least 3 um
away from the bottom
m N-well.
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Fig. 4.9 Teest structure ussed to study thee impact of pro
oximity to the side N-well. N
Note that DUT are placed at lleast 3
um away from
f
the bottom
m N-well boundary to ensure that this bottom
m well does noot affect the DU
UTs.

Fig. 4.10 Test
T structure to
t study the im
mpact of proxim
mity to the botttom N-well.
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4.2.2.7

Segmenteed Channel Transistor

nstead of a transistor
t
haaving a conttinuous widtth, the channnel region ccan be segmented
In
into mulltiple stripess of equal width as sh
hown in Fiig. 4.11. Frrom an elecctrostatic coontrol
standpoin
nt, a segmen
nted channeel transistor can offer im
mproved shoort-channel effect due tto the
slight wrraparound off the gate over the chann
nel (i.e. a com
mmon occurrrence in thee STI processs due
to HF ov
ver etch of the
t STI oxid
de) and the gate fringinng electric ffield couplinng to the channel
region th
hrough the STI
S [34-36], if the stripe width is ccomparable to the channnel length. T
Thus,
even tho
ough the seegmented ch
hannel desig
gn takes upp more layoout area ass compared to a
conventio
onal channeel design, th
he improvem
ment in devvice perform
mance (subthreshold sw
wing,
DIBL, ION, IOFF) can
c
provide a net ben
nefit when normalizedd to the same layout area.
Addition
nally, larger and more un
niform mech
hanical stresss can be indduced withinn narrow channel
segmentss. In order to
o observe thee greatest beenefit of the segmented cchannel desiign, the miniimum
drawn deevice width is
i used for eaach channel segment.

Fig. 4.11 Test
T structures comparing con
ntinuous chann
nel vs. segmentted channel dessigns.

4.2.3 Test
T Circuiitry
Device
D
charaacterization arrays
a
or “b
blocks” allow
w for a largge number oof test devicces of
different designs to be included
d on a sing
gle die. Usuaally, these ttest devices are not dirrectly
probed due
d to the lim
mited die arrea. Moreover, without an industriaal grade autoo prober, dirrectly
probing each
e
device in order to collect statiistical data oon device vaariability caan be a veryy time
consumin
ng task. Theerefore, electrical accesss to individuual devices iin the array is made thrrough
the Inputt/Output (I/O
O) pads of th
he test chip. Since the nuumber of I/O
O pads is lim
mited and muust be
sufficienttly allocated
d for all of the
t signals in
i different test blocks, a decoder circuit is ussed to
share som
me common
n digital sig
gnals such as
a scan-in ((SIN), scan-oout (SOUT), and scan ––clock
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(SCLK). The
T decoder is controllled by a 2-bit
2
signal denoted ass ‘Sel<0:1>’. In the ddevice
characterrization blocck, there are 4 main charracterization modules: N
NMOS array,, PMOS arraay, CV structu
ures, and Rin
ng oscillatorr. A digital select signal is used to seelect one of these 4 moddules,
and only one of the modules
m
is active
a
at any
y given time. Additionallly, an enablle signal (EN
N) for
device ch
haracterization is also in
ncluded. If th
he EN signall is off, the ddevice charaacterization bblock
is turned off, preventting it from interfering while
w
the SR
RAM or miccroprocessorr blocks are bbeing
tested. The
T floor plaan of the deevice characcterization arrray is show
wn in Fig. 44.12. There are 6
columns each in the PMOS and NMOS mo
odules: Mism
match pair trransistors off RVT, LVT
T, and
HVT flaavor each taake up two columns. The digital signals andd the selecttion circuitryy are
summarizzed in Fig. 4.13.
4

Fig. 4.12 Floor
F
plan for the
t device chaaracterization array
a
consistingg of selection ccircuitry, NMO
OS array, and P
PMOS
array. In eaach array, mism
match transisto
or pairs for each
h VT flavor (RV
VT, LVT, HV
VT) are includedd.
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Fig. 4.13 Top-level
T
schem
matic showing selection circu
uitry and analoog signals for thhe device charaacterization arrray.

Devices
D
with
hin an array are accessed
d in a seriall manner, inn a row-wisee fashion ussing a
scan-chain circuit. A simple scan
n-chain circu
uit comprisedd of D flip-fflops (D-FF) chained toggether
is shown
n in Fig. 4.14.
4
The output
o
at eaach of the FF (i.e. S1 and S2) can be useed to
activate/d
deactivate th
he row underr test. To prevent a racee condition, ffrom a layouut standpoinnt it is
a good practice
p
to send the scan
n-IN signal at one end of the chainn and to sennd the scan--CLK
signal at the opposite end. A particular
p
co
olumn can bee selected thhrough a collumn multipplexer
that has a 3-bit contrrol signal caalled ‘IV_Seel<0:2>’, alllowing one out of the six columns to be
t
The so
ource and drrain of deviices in the ssame columnn share elecctrical
selected at a given time.
W
a comb
bination of row select (through sccan-chain clocking) annd column sselect
lines. With
(through multiplexerr), each indiv
vidual transistor inside the array caan be accesssed, allowingg full
control over
o
the biasiing of the so
ource, drain, and gate terrminals throuugh the I/O ppads.
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Fig. 4.14 Circuit
C
schemaatic of a basic scan-chain.
s
The schematic reeflects the desiggn layout wherre scan-IN andd scanCLK are feed into oppositte ends of the chain
c
to preven
nt a race condittion.

Analog
A
signaal lines used
d to apply vo
oltage to annd measure ccurrent from
m the terminaals of
the DUT
T are routed through a series
s
of pass-gates. Duue to parasittic resistancce along the wire
trace from
m the probe pad to the DUT,
D
the volltage appliedd to the devicce’s terminaals is smallerr than
the voltage applied at
a the pads. This
T voltagee difference can be signiificant if ressistance alonng the
wire is laarge. To circcumvent thiss problem, the
t Kelvin m
measurementt technique uutilizing sepparate
sets of Fo
orce and Sen
nse lines is implemented
i
d for the souurce and draiin terminals of the DUT
T. Fig.
4.15 show
ws the basicc Kelvin meaasurement configurationn for the souurce and drain terminals. The
current iss passed through the Fo
orce lines an
nd the voltagge drop acrooss the DUT
T is sensed aacross
the Sensee lines. Ideallly the sensee lines should
d be as closee as possiblee to the DUT
T. In this case, the
preferred
d sense liness would be the two inner lines whicch are comm
mon to the D
DUTs in the same
column. The access transistors which are used
u
to connnect the foorce lines too the devicee in a
particularr row must be large eno
ough to supp
port the currrent level off the DUT, bbut small ennough
such thaat they will not have large
l
off-staate leakage current. D
Due to the high impeddance
associateed with the sense
s
line (ssimilar to thee impedancee of a voltagge meter), vvery low parrasitic
current can
c flow thro
ough it. Thee negative feeedback mecchanism insiide the Sourrce Measureement
Unit (SM
MU) forces su
ufficient currrent through
h the device until the tarrget voltage is reached aacross
the sensee lines.
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Fig. 4.15 Circuit
C
schematic showing acccess transistors for row selecction and Kelviin Force/Sensee configurationn.

Leakage
L
conttrol is also im
mportant in this
t type of device charaacterization array. Sincee only
one activ
ve device is to be characcterized at a time, the leeakage curreent from thee other devicces in
the same column sho
ould be as sm
mall as possib
ble. To this end, a separrate gate biass voltage (VGGX) is
applied to turn off th
he transistorrs which are not being teested. This VGX can be sset to be neggative
ve to make the
t NMOS or
o PMOS deevices more strongly offf, respectivelly. It is impoortant
or positiv
to note that
t
the max
ximum VGX value allow
wed will be llimited by G
Gate-Induced Drain Leaakage
(GIDL), which increeases with negative
n
(po
ositive) gate voltage in NMOS (PM
MOS) transistors.
Fig. 4.16
6 shows thee schematic of the leak
kage controll circuit. Noote that it iss very criticcal to
appropriaately choosee the size off the NMOS
S transistor used to pulll the gate vvoltage of ann idle
device down to a neegative voltaage VGX. Th
his can be pproblematic because whhen EN is 11, the
NMOS device
d
that iss used to passs the negatiive gate biass VGX shouldd be off sincce its gate vooltage
VG = 0V
V; but becausse its sourcee voltage is negative (V
VS = VGX), VGS is positivve and hencce the
transistorr is weakly on.
o To comp
pound this prroblem, the body terminnal of the traansistor is ussually
biased att GND for NMOS
N
and VDD for PMO
OS, thereforre there exissts a small foorward bodyy bias
which lowers the VT of this NM
MOS transisto
or even morre. Ultimatelly, this can aaffect the vooltage
at the gatte terminal of
o the DUT, since the paass gate is tryying to set thhe node voltage to VG buut the
pull-dow
wn NMOS trransistor is trying to seet it to VGXX instead. T
Therefore, thhe effective gate
voltage th
hat the DUT
T sees will bee smaller thaan VG and itt will not inccrease linearrly when onee tries
to linearlly sweep the gate voltagee.
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Fig. 4.16 Row
R selection circuit
c
with VGX
m
offf-state leakage for an NMOS array.
G biasing for minimizing

4.2.4 Test
T Setup and Meassurement
The
T fabricateed chip wass packaged in a pin griid array (PG
GA) mountaable to a prrinted
circuit bo
oard (PCB) using
u
a stand
dard chip soccket. The PC
CB was desiggned in-house and it conntains
various test
t
pins, deecoupling caapacitors, vo
oltage level shifter, andd connectorrs for digital and
analog siignals. Conn
nectors for an
nalog signalls are coaxiaal for gate terminal biasiing, while triiaxial
connecto
ors are used to bias the source
s
and drain
d
terminnals. (Triaxiaal connectorrs help to prevent
leakage current
c
throu
ugh the insullator of the cable,
c
whichh is necessarry for measuuring small llevels
of curren
nt flowing through
t
the source and drain of a device.) A photographh of the testt chip
mounted on the PCB
B is shown in
n Fig. 4.17.
A Semicondu
uctor Parameeter Analyzeer (Agilent B
B1500) is ussed to controol the digitaal and
analog siignals. Speciifically, digittal signals used in the seelection circuuitry are inpputted througgh the
DB25 port of the Agilent B1
1500. The SPA outputts the signnal accordinng to the bbinary
representtation of thee programm
med decimal value. For this specific instrumennt, digital hiigh is
representted as a ‘0’ and digitall low is rep
presented as a ‘1’, whicch is contrarry to the noormal
standard.. A level sh
hifter is needed on the PCB boardd to convert the digital output from
m the
Agilent B1500
B
(5V) to the accep
ptable rangee used by thee test chip ((0.9V- 1V). An examplee of a
scan-chain test with signals
s
comiing out of DB
B25 is show
wn in Fig. 4.118.
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Fig. 4.17 Packaged
P
test chip
c
mounted on
o the custom--made PCB. Cooaxial and Triaaxial cables aree used for deliivering
analog sign
nals to the chip
p.

Fig. 4.18 Digital
D
signals outputted from
m DB25 port ussed to control tthe scan-chain.

Once
O
the deevice in thee array is selected,
s
itss source, drrain and gaate terminals are
multiplex
xed to the I/O
O pads whicch are now co
onnected to the SPA. Thhis allows onne to perform
m any
basic electrical meassurements su
uch as ID-VG and ID-VD. However, thhe I-V charaacteristic tennds to
om a high leeakage floorr due to the off-state leaakage currennts flowing tthrough the other
suffer fro
transistorrs within thee same colu
umn of the characteriza
c
ation array aas well as thhe devices iin the
selection
n circuitry (pass gates, logic gates, an
nd multiplexxers).
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As mentioned in the previous section, the built-in leakage control circuitry allows the
gate terminal of the idle transistors to be set at VGX in order to make them strongly off. In
conjunction with this method, one can also try to calibrate out the leakage current. This is
accomplished by first performing a parametric I-V sweep with none of the devices in the array
selected (i.e. the scan-chain is filled with zeros). Let’s call the resulting current ILeakage. Then, one
can perform the I-V measurement for the DUT to get IDUT. To calibrate the leakage current out,
the two current quantities are subtracted from one another, i.e. IDUT,Calibrated = IDUT – ILeakage. The
quality of the calibrated current depends on the current sensitivity level of the SPA which can be
set for optimal operation.

4.3 SRAM Characterization Array
Static memory (SRAM) is a critical component of VLSI systems today. SRAM can
provide the fastest random access time to stored data, and is used for lower-level caches (L1-L3)
and registers [37]. In order to increase the size of the cache on a chip, it is desirable and
economical to fit as many cells into an SRAM array as possible. However, as the memory cell
area is scaled down with each new technology node, the read and write margins are degraded due
to increasing variability in transistor characteristics. It is desirable to minimize the operating
voltage VDD of an SRAM cell in order to minimize power consumption. But a small mismatch in
VT values can significantly reduce cell stability, setting a lower limit for the minimum operating
voltage VDD, min of the cell [37-39]. Therefore, variability analysis for SRAM is important for
improving cell yield to reduce VDD, min.
A widely used SRAM cell design is the six-transistor (6T) cell, consisting of one pair of
NMOS pull-down transistors, one pair of PMOS pull-up transistors, and one pair of NMOS passgate transistors. Since the transistors in the SRAM cell are packed very close to one another to
maximize storage density, the transistor pairs inside a 6T cell naturally form mismatch pairs
which are ideal for studying random variability.

4.2.1 Padded-out 6T SRAM Macro
A SRAM cell characterization block consisting of 6T SRAM cells was designed for a
16nm FD-SOI CMOS technology developed by CEA-LETI. There are 14 SRAM macros in total.
Each consists of a 128 kB array and peripheral circuitry. Different flavors of SRAM macros are
included, with design variations in transistor sizes and threshold voltage values. The floor plan
for the 14 different SRAM macros is shown in Fig. 4.19. For each macro, 21 memory cells inside
the array are fully padded out. Fig. 4.20 illustrates the approximate location of the padded out
cells with respect to the entire array, containing 10 horizontal cells, 10 vertical cells, and 1 center
cell. The locations of the padded out cells are chosen so that systematic variation across the
SRAM array can be effectively monitored. Additionally, these particular cell locations can
minimize some variation gradients and isolate stress variation within the array.
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In
n a normal 6T
6 SRAM ceell, the only accessible nnodes are thee Word Linee (WL), Bit L
Lines
(BL, BLB), voltage supply (VDD), and grou
und (GND). This is accceptable if oone just wannts to
M operation
ns such as read,
r
write, and hold. H
However, inn order to ggauge
perform basic SRAM
SRAM cell
c stability by generatin
ng a butterffly plot, it iss necessary tto access thee internal stoorage
node in order to sw
weep the vo
oltage on the node. To this end, ppadded out SRAM cellls are
employed
d such that every
e
node of
o a transisto
or inside thee cells can bee directly acccessed. Nott only
does thiss permit th
he butterfly plot to be generated, but also thhe standardd transistor level
characterrization test such as currrent vs. volltage can bee performedd, allowing ddirect correllation
between transistor performance parameters and SRAM
M cell metrics. To eliminnate the effeect of
parasitic resistance along the wirres, the Kelv
vin Force andd Sense conffiguration is implementeed for
each of the
t terminal in the padd
ded-out 6T SRAM
S
cells. All of the w
wiring in thee SRAM arrray is
formed using
u
only tw
wo metal layeers.

Fig. 4.19 Schematic
S
layo
out of the SRAM
M macros desiigned for 16nm
m FD-SOI CMO
OS technologyy.
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Fig. 4.20 Locations
L
of paadded-out SRA
AM cells insidee the SRAM maacro array.

4.2.2 Test
T Circuiitry
Each
E
one of the padded-out SRAM cells can bee accessed serially throuugh a scan-cchain.
Since theere are 14 maacros and eaach one contains 21 paddded-out cellss, the length of the scan chain
is 14x21 = 294.
A switch bo
ox is the ceentral circuiitry in the SRAM maccro. Its maiin purpose is to
implemen
nt different modes for a cell that haas been seleccted by the scan-chain. These operaations
include assigning
a
diffferent bias voltages
v
to a particular nnode inside tthe 6T cell. T
This allows for IV measu
urement of any
a one of th
he 6 transisttors inside thhe cell. Thee digital conttrol signal thhat is
fed to th
he switch bo
ox is called switch
s
box select ‘swseel’, and is im
mplemented using a sepparate
scan-chain where thee output of each stage makes
m
up thhe swsel siggnal. Once a particular sset of
binary seequences hass been loadeed into the swsel
s
chain, logic gates are set suchh that the deesired
operation
n is performeed. For exam
mple, if the binary
b
sequeence is meannt to enable a ID-VG sweeep of
a PG transistor on th
he left half of the SRA
AM cell, the circuit willl use this binnary sequennce to
connect the
t source, drain,
d
and gaate terminals of the left P
PG transistorr to the correect analog siignals
on the I/O
O pads. The adjacent maacro array sh
hares the swiitch box in oorder to miniimize footpriint.
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In addition to regular I-V characterization, a voltage stress mode is also implemented on
this test chip. NBTI/PBTI and random telegraph noise (RTN) can have a significant impact on
device variability over time [40-42]. In order to characterize these effects, one would start out by
measuring the I-V characteristic of an unstressed device. Then, a large voltage is applied to stress
the device for a period of time. And immediately following the stress period, another I-V sweep
is performed to examine the device characteristic just after stress. Once the measurement has
been taken, the device can be placed back in stress mode for continued monitoring of stressinduced degradation. The short amount of time required to switch between I-V mode and stress
mode is made possible through the switchbox logic. Fig. 4.21 shows a circuit schematic of the
devices in stress mode. The bias conditions are chosen carefully such that a pair of transistors
(NMOS and PMOS) can be stressed at the same time for each cell. For example, to stress PD1
and PU2, the logic circuit would pass Vstress (typically greater than 1V) to the gate of PD1 and 0V
to the CL node. Effectively, PD1 will have 0V at both its source and drain, and Vstress at its gate.
To piggy back on this biasing scheme, PU2 can also be put under stress at the same time as PD1.
Since the gate of PU2 is the same as the CL node, it will also have a 0V on it. One terminal of
the source /drain of PU2 is already connected to CH node, which has been set at Vstress.
Therefore, the circuit only needs to put Vstress to the other source/drain terminal of PU2 in order
to put it under stress mode.

Fig. 4.21 Circuit schematic of a pair of NMOS and PMOS transistors placed under stress mode (adapted from [43]).

4.2.3 Test Setup and Measurement
The fabricated test chip was sent back in a form of a 12-inch wafer. The wafer was then
diced into quarters (as in Fig. 4.22), making it manageable to be used with a Cascade probe
station. A custom-made Probe card with 72 probe tips is used to probe the pads. The I/O pad
configuration is shown in Fig. 4.23. Since the probe tip alignment has to be done manually,
extreme care must be taken when landing the probe tips. It is easiest to first adjust the rotation by
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practicing landing th
he probe tipss on nearby patterns
p
thatt are just adjjacent the acctive device area.
Once thee rotation is correct,
c
the vertical
v
and horizontal aadjustments ccan be done on the activve die
without too
t much difficulty.
d
Fig.
F 4.24 shows a die w
with the proobe tips lannded on top.. The
electricall signals of a probe carrd are broug
ght out throuugh a male cconnector pin, which caan be
attached into a femalle socket con
nnector.

Fig. 4.22 Wafer
W
quarter containing
c
mulltiple dies.

Fig. 4.23 I/O pin conffiguration for digital and analog signalls pertaining tto the SRAM
M array and ddevice
characterizzation array in the 16 nm FD--SOI test chip.
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Fig. 4.24 Photo
P
of a die under test with
h 72 probe tipss landed on topp. The inset piicture shows a zoomed-in phhoto of
the die, sho
owing the layo
out of the SRAM
M macro located on the bottoom row.

Due
D to the limited
l
amou
unt of space inside thee wafer chaamber of thee Cascade pprobe
station, attaching
a
thee main PCB directly to th
he probe carrd’s male coonnector is nnot practical; also,
its weigh
ht can result in the probee card being
g flexed too m
much. To allleviate this problem, a small
breakout board is used instead to
o route the signals
s
from
m the probe ccard to the m
main PCB bboard.
All of th
he sensitive analog
a
signaals passing to
t the SMUss are conneccted throughh a micro-cooaxial
cable to fit within the
t small sp
pace on the breakout booard. Digittal signals aare jumped uusing
w alternatin
ng ground bbetween the adjacent wirres to help sshield
header piins and ribbon cables with
the signaals from crosss-talk and am
mbient electtric noise. Thhe main PCB
B is designedd to have a D
DB25
connectio
on, voltage level shifteer, voltage regulator,
r
tri
riaxial and ccoaxial connnectors. Thee test
configuraation includ
ding probe card,
c
breakou
ut board, annd main PC
CB is shownn in Fig. 4.225. A
laptop co
omputer is used
u
to contrrol and remo
otely program
m all characcterization eqquipment suuch as
the SPA or waveform
m generator through
t
GPIIB connectioons, which caan be daisy-chained togeether.
p is depicted
d in Fig. 4.26
6.
The overrall test setup
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Fig. 4.25 Connections
C
beetween the main PCB, breako
out board, and pprobe card.

Fig. 4.26 Overall
O
test settup consisting of
o semiconducctor parametricc analyzer (Agiilent B1500A), arbitrary wavveform
generator (Agilent
(
81160
0), DC power supply,
s
and a laaptop computerr.
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The
T scan-chaain was firstt tested usin
ng DB25 siignals generrated by thee Agilent B1500.
Howeverr, it was disccovered that the rise timee and fall tim
me of criticall signals suchh as SIN andd SCLK
were not short enoug
gh to give th
he correct op
peration for tthis test chipp. As shownn in Fig. 4.277, the
scan-out shows an in
ncorrect outtput sequencce. To remeedy this probblem, an arbbitrary waveeform
generatorr (Agilent 81
1160) is used instead to generate a ppulse with a small rise aand fall time (~50
ns). The successful scan-out operration is sho
own in Fig. 44.28. A robust alternativee to using a pulse
generatorr, which hass only 2 outp
put channelss, is to generrate all of thhe digital siggnals via a F
FPGA
board insstead.

Fig. 4.27 Incorrect
I
scan--out due to long
g rise and fall time
t
of digital input signals.

Fig. 4.28 Correct
C
scan-out sequence when
w
a pulse geenerator is useed. Note that SOUT is active llow; the low vvoltage
value correesponds to digiital ‘1’ logic.

4.4 Summary
S
y
The
T impact of
o device variability caan be efficieently studied using a ttest chip vehhicle.
Characterization of an
a array of test
t devices including m
mismatch paiirs, differentt combinatioons of
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gate length and channel width dimensions, and different layout proximity allows for the
collection of data which can be used to analyze random and systematic variability. In addition to
logic and analog transistors, a padded-out SRAM array is also an excellent test structure to use
for characterizing the impact of variability on an actual SRAM array. Furthermore, the paddedout SRAM cell design allows one to correlate SRAM performance metrics with transistor
characteristics (i.e. VT, IEffective, DIBL) in order to understand the root cause of the problems that
affect cell yield. Since the number of I/O pads is quite limited, many signals have to be shared
among test blocks either through a decoder or a multiplexer. Care must be taken when designing
the selection circuitry to ensure correct operation when accessing a particular device in an array
and to minimize its impact on the measured device characteristics. Leakage minimization circuits
can be designed to ensure that the devices which are not under test are turned strongly off to
minimize their contributions to the measured current. A switch box designed to switch between
regular I-V sweep mode and voltage stress measurement mode allows for fast, built-in
NBTI/PBTI and RTN characterizations - all of which are critical to study for ensuring robust
SRAM operation.
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Chapter 5
Variability in Germanium-Source Tunnel
FETs
5.1 Introduction
A MOSFET switches on/off via the modulation of an energy barrier to thermal diffusion;
therefore the steepest sub-threshold swing that it can achieve is 60 mV/dec at room temperature.
This limits its on/off current ratio (ION/IOFF) for low-voltage (sub-threshold) operation and hence
the energy efficiency of CMOS circuitry [1]. Because of this limitation, there has been a strong
push toward finding a MOSFET-replacement device, one that can achieve higher ION/IOFF for a
given supply voltage (VDD). Of the various candidates proposed, the tunnel field-effect transistor
(TFET) is emerging as one of the promising devices [2-4]. Since a TFET switches on/off via
alignment/misalignment of energy bands, its minimum sub-threshold swing can be less than 60
mV/dec [5-6]. One of the challenges for the TFET to become a practical alternative to the
MOSFET is its relatively low on-state drive current, which is limited by the rate of carrier
tunneling. To overcome this challenge, a reduction in the effective tunneling band-gap is
necessary. This can be achieved by using a smaller band-gap material in the source region.
Indeed, the use of germanium (Ge) as the source material within a silicon n-channel TFET has
resulted in the highest ION/IOFF reported to date for a TFET operating at low voltage (0.5V) [7].
As transistor dimensions are scaled down to provide for improved performance and cost
per function, random variability (vs. systematic variability) in transistor performance grows in
significance and will present a major challenge for achieving high yield in the manufacture of
integrated circuits utilizing MOSFETs with sub-30 nm gate lengths [8]. Sources of random
variability include random dopant fluctuations (RDF), gate line-edge roughness (LER), and gate
work function variation (WFV) [8-9]. Previous studies of variability in TFET performance have
focused on systematic sources of variation [10]. In this chapter, variability in Ge-source TFET
performance due to RDF is investigated via three-dimensional (3D) device simulations.
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5.2 Random
R
Dopant
D
Fluctuati
F
ion in Gee-Source TFET
5.2.1 Nominal
N
Tunnel FET
T Design
Fig. 5.1a shows the 3D TFET
T
structture, adaptedd from a prior design opptimization study
[11]. Th
he source reg
gion is comp
prised of p-ty
ype germaniium, while tthe channel region compprises
p-type siilicon and th
he drain regiion comprisees heavily ddoped n-typee silicon. Thhe source dooping
profile iss assumed to
o be abrupt, since
s
it is fo
ormed by sellective grow
wth of in-situ-boron-dopeed Ge
o
at relativ
vely low tem
mperature (42
25 C) [7]. For
F simplicity
ty, the drain doping proffile is assum
med to
be abruptt and perfecttly aligned to the gate ed
dge. (For loow operatingg voltages, gaate-induced drain
leakage is
i not signifiicant. Also, drain-inducced barrier loowering does not occur iin a TFET uunless
the effective gate len
ngth, defined
d as the distaance betweeen the dopingg concentrattions betweeen the
source and
a
drain, is
i scaled ag
ggressively [12]. Thuus, the draiin doping pprofile doess not
significan
ntly impact the perform
mance of a Ge-sourcee TFET.) The nominaal values oof the
geometrical device parameters
p
deefined in Fig
g. 1b are sum
mmarized inn Table I. Thhe nominal ddevice
width is 30
3 nm. A su
upply voltag
ge of 0.5 V iss assumed, uunless otherw
wise stated.

Fig. 5.1 (aa) Isometric vieew of the Ge-source TFET sttructure studiedd in this work,, (b) Cross-secctional view shhowing
the variouss geometrical design
d
parametters.
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TABLE 5.1
DEVICE DIMENSIONS USED IN THIS WORK

Device Parameter

Nominal Value

Gate Length (Lg)
Germanium Thickness (TGe)
Spacer Length (Lsp)
Germanium Overlap (Overlap)
Silicon Thickness (Tsi)
Equivalent Oxide Thickness (EOT)
Width (W)

30 nm
15 nm
8 nm
13 nm
40 nm
1 nm
30 nm

The 3D device simulations were performed using Sentaurus Device [13], which uses an
algorithm for dynamically determining the non-local tunneling rate, i.e. it calculates the band-toband tunneling rate in multiple directions without a priori knowledge of the tunneling locations
and vectors. The tunneling model is calibrated to experimental data for polycrystalline-Ge
source TFETs (A = 1.46 x 1017 cm-3·s-1 and B =3.59 x 106 V·cm-1) [14]. Polycrystalline Ge has a
high density of defects with associated trap state energy level close to the valence-band edge, so
that these defects effectively lower the tunnel band gap and therefore enhance ION [7] in contrast
with mid-gap states which would degrade subthreshold swing and IOFF.
A positive fixed charge of 8.5×1012 q/cm2 at the interface between the germanium and the
SiO2 gate dielectric is assumed, as in [15]. (This was necessary to fit the device simulation to the
measured ID-VG characteristic, and is not unreasonable considering that the SiO2 was exposed to
a dry etch process [7] prior to selective Ge growth and that the Ge-SiO2 interface is known to be
poor [16].) Carrier transport is modeled using the standard drift-diffusion models. Bandgap
narrowing is modeled using Oldslotboom model. Quantum confinement effect is taken into
account using Modified local-density approximation (MLDA) model.

5.2.2 Methodology for Implementing Random Dopant Fluctuations
The methodology proposed by Sano [17] is used to investigate the impact of RDF on
TFET performance. Following this methodology, the randomized doping profiles are generated
from a nominal structure with continuum doping profile. The dopant atom locations are
randomized, and a doping function is assigned to each discrete dopant atom. (The doping
function only includes the long-range portion of the Coulombic potential of the ionized dopant
atom, to avoid unrealistic singularities in the potential profile [18].) The superposition of these
doping functions yields the random doping concentration profile. To obtain statistically
significant results, an ensemble of 200 device structures with microscopically different doping
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profiles were
w simulatted for each particular TFET
T
design . Fig. 5.2 shhows one exxample of a T
TFET
with rand
domized dop
ping profiles in the sourcce and channnel regions.

Fig. 5.2 Example
E
of a TFET
T
structuree with random
mized doping pprofiles in the source and chhannel regionss. Gate
electrode is omitted for clarity.
c

To
T better und
derstand and accurately assess
a
the im
mpact of RD
DF on TFET performancee, the
randomizzation algoriithm is selecctively applieed to the diff
fferent regionns of the devvice. In adddition,
RDF-ind
duced variations are stud
died for diffeerent combinnations of noominal dopinng concentraations
within th
he source and channeel regions, to assess the tradeofff between nominal ddevice
performaance and variability.

5.2.3 Modeling
M
Limitation
L
ns
The
T commerccial TCAD package useed in this w
work offers a robust andd efficient w
way to
study ato
omistic effeccts in semico
onductor dev
vice structurees, so that sttatistical resuults for TFE
ETs of
different designs caan be generrated withou
ut computattionally expensive quanntum mechaanical
simulatio
ons. The app
proximationss used in San
no’s algorithhm and the bband-to-bandd tunneling m
model
each may
y give rise to
t significant errors. Ass mentioned above, Sanno’s algorithm
m considerss only
the long--range Coulo
ombic poten
ntial profile of
o each discrrete dopant atom; it doees not includde the
short-ran
nge Coulomb
bic potentiall profile, to avoid singuularities whiich can introoduce artifaccts in
the conventional drifft-diffusion simulator. The
T band-to--band tunnelling model uused in this work
is an exteension of thee Kane and Keldysh mo
odel to arbitrrary energy--band profilees; it searchees for
the most probable strraight-line tu
unneling patth and calcullates the corr
rresponding ttunneling baarrier.
The tunn
neling energy
y is equal to
o the valencce band enerrgy at the sttarting positiion and it iss also
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equal to the conduction band energy (plus any band offset) at the ending position. A tunneling
path undergoes specular reflection when it encounters Neumann boundaries. [13]
It is not clear how the modeled tunneling current would be affected by the short-range
Coulombic potentials of discrete dopant atoms. Sano’s approach uses a screening parameter that
is doping-dependent to distinguish the short- and long-range portions of the Coulombic potential
profile. It is possible that additional screening by carriers induced by the gate in the transistor on
state could affect the tunneling current. An ab initio study is necessary to elucidate the extent of
such quantum mechanical effects.
The simulation approach taken in this study is not intended to precisely account for every
subtle physical phenomenon. Rather, it uses established analytical models carefully calibrated to
experimental data to reasonably approximate physical processes. (Note: the A and B coefficient
values may be different for different doping configurations and under the influence of the shortrange Coulombic potential of the discrete dopant atoms. Because of limited reliable experimental
data for TFETs reported in the literature, a comprehensive calibration for all possible doping
configurations is not possible at the present time.) The limitations of this approach are a subject
of ongoing research from both theoretical and experimental perspectives. Thus, the reader
should keep in mind that the findings reported herein should be viewed qualitatively rather than
quantitatively.

5.2.4 Impact of RDF on VTH Variation for Optimized Nominal Design
A previous design optimization study [11] found that a source doping concentration of NS
= 1019 cm-3, channel doping concentration of NCH = 1018 cm-3, and drain doping concentration of
ND = 1019 cm-3 provides for maximum ION/IOFF for a vertical tunneling TFET design, wherein
tunneling occurs primarily within the Ge source. This particular design serves as the starting
point for the current study. To distinguish the variability contribution from each region of the
device, the doping profiles within the source, channel, and drain regions are randomized
separately, as well as together. Fig. 5.3a shows the simulated ID-VG curves for different
randomized doping profiles in each of the source, channel, and drain regions. Similarly as for
the MOSFET [8], the average threshold voltage of a TFET is reduced with randomized doping
profiles. The transistor can be considered as many narrow transistors connected in parallel, each
narrow transistor comprising one slice of the transistor. In a TFET, VTH is largely set by the slice
in which band-to-band tunneling occurs first (i.e. at the lowest gate voltage). Thus, all it takes for
VTH lowering to occur is the presence of a few such slices. The probability of finding those few
slices with lower VTH compared to the nominal VTH is greater than finding all the slices with
larger VTH; therefore RDF is more likely to lower VTH than to raise VTH. To elucidate how RDF
affects VTH, the randomized doping profiles for the devices with the highest and lowest VTH
values in Fig. 5.3a are shown in Fig. 5.3b. It can be seen that, for this particular TFET design,
high VTH corresponds to a device with higher dopant concentration in the gate-to-source overlap
region while low VTH corresponds to a device with lighter dopant concentration in this region.
This is reasonable since a larger voltage drop is required to invert the surface of a more heavily
doped Ge source.
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Fig. 5.3 (aa) Simulated TFET
T
ID – VG curves for 20
00 microscopiccally different (randomized) doping profilees, for
nominal do
oping concentrrations NS = 10
019 cm-3, NCH = 1018 cm-3, annd ND = 1019 ccm-3. The blacck symbols shoow the
simulated ID-VG curve fo
or continuum doping
d
profiless, as reference. VDS = 0.5 V. Gate work funnction WF = 44.0 eV,
(b) Random
mized doping profiles
p
for the devices with the
t highest andd lowest VTH vaalues in Fig. 5..3a. Gate electrrode is
omitted forr clarity.

Note
N
that IOFFF is relativelly insensitiv
ve to VG beloow a certainn point. In tthis range off gate
voltages,, the dominaant componeent of curren
nt is due to p-n junctionn leakage. T
To maximizze the
average ION/IOFF, thee gate work
k function should
s
be tuuned so thaat the onset of band-to--band
tunneling
g occurs at 0 V for the device
d
with the lowest VTH. In thiss manner, vaariation in IOOFF is
minimizeed.
The
T definition
n of the threeshold voltag
ge (VTH) forr a tunnel FE
ET is still inn debate [199]. In
this study
y, VTH is deffined to be the gate voltaage correspoonding to a ddrain currennt of 1 nA/um
m, for
VDS = VDD
T VTH varriations resullting from R
RDF in differrent regions of the devicce are
D = 0.5V. The
summarizzed in Fig. 5.4.
5
σVTH due
d to RDF in the sourcce region (133.25 mV) acccounts for ~
~95%
of the σV
VTH due to RDF
R
in all reegions (14 mV).
m
This inndicates thatt the source’s contributiion to
random VTH variatio
on is the laargest, follow
wed by the channel’s ccontributionn and the drrain’s
contributtion. If the contribution
c
ns from the different
d
reggions are inddependent off one anotheer, the
overall σV
σ TH can be calculated
c
frrom individu
ual contributtions accordiing to the eqquation:

|

|

|

|

(5.1)

|
is calculated to be 13.5
58 mV, whicch is in closse agreemennt with the vvalue
obtained through dev
vice simulatiion.
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Fig. 5.4 RD
DF-induced co
ontributions to σVTH for each
h region of the TFET. σVTH due to RDF inn all of the regiions is
also shown
n.

5.2.5 Im
mpact of RDF
R
for Various
V
No
ominal Soource Dopiing Conceentrations
Since RDF in
i the sourcce region accounts
a
forr most of thhe variabilitty in VTH oof an
optimally
y designed TFET, it iss worthwhilee to investi gate the im
mpact of thee nominal soource
doping concentration
c
n. For this investigatio
on, the channnel and draiin doping cooncentrationns are
fixed at NCH = 1018 cm
c -3 and ND = 1019 cm-3, respectivelly, as beforee. The dopinng randomizzation
algorithm
m is applied to all the regions of thee device. Fiig. 5.5a show
ws the simuulated ID-VG plots
and Fig. 5.5b compares the σV
VTH values, for each noominal sourcce doping cconcentrationn NS.
σVTH is minimized for NS = 5×
×1019 cm-3. The non-m
monotonic deependence oof σVTH on NS is
ue to the chaange in the dominant
d
tun
nneling pathhway with chhanging NS: as NS increeases,
likely du
the domiinant tunneliing changes from occurrring “verticcally” withinn the Ge souurce to occuurring
“laterally
y” from the p-type
p
Ge so
ource to the n-type silicoon inversionn layer in thee channel reegion.
(Note th
hat the verttical tunneliing TFET design exhiibits steepeer local subbthreshold sswing
compared
d to the lateral tunneling
g TFET design.) For laateral tunneling, VTH is affected moore by
the chann
nel doping concentration
n; therefore, since NCH iss much loweer than NS, R
RDF-inducedd VTH
variation
n is lower. For
F very high
h NS, the areea of the tunnneling regioon becomes eeven smallerr [20]
and hencce it is likely
y to be morre sensitive to RDF, whhich could eexplain the sslight increaase in
σVTH forr NS = 1020 cm
m-3.
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Fig. 5.5 (a)) Simulated ID-V
- G curves for each nominal source dopingg concentrationn. VDS = 0.5 V. Gate work fuunction
WF = 4.0 eV,
e (b) Compaarison of σVTH for different no
ominal source doping concenntrations.

5.2.6 Im
mpact of RDF
R
for Various
V
No
ominal Ch
hannel Doping Conccentration
ns
Since RDF in
n the channeel region caan significanntly affect VTH variationn in the casee of a
heavily doped
d
source, the impacct of the nominal channnel doping cconcentrationn is examinned in
this sectiion. Specifically, two leevels of nom
minal channeel doping (light: NCH = 1015 cm-3; heavy:
18
-3
NCH = 10
0 cm ) are investigated
d, for the preedominantlyy vertical tunnneling desiggn (NS = 10119 cm3
) and th
he predominaantly lateral tunneling design
d
(NS = 1020 cm-3).. The dopinng randomizzation
algorithm
m is either applied
a
to th
he source region only, tthe channel region onlyy, or to all oof the
regions. (The case where
w
dopan
nts are rando
omized onlyy within the drain regionn is not presented
herein, because its σV
VTH contribu
ution was fo
ound to be reelatively smaall.) The RD
DF-induced σVTH
values arre compared in Fig. 5.6aa for the various TFET ddesigns (diffeerent combinnations of NS and
NCH). RD
DF in the source region is the domin
nant source oof VTH variat
ation except w
when the channel
20
-3
118
is heavily
y doped for the lateral tu
unneling dessign (NS = 110 cm andd NCH = 10 cm-3), in w
which
case RDF
F in the chan
nnel region becomes
b
equ
ually significcant.
Itt should be noted that although
a
thee individual contributionns of RDF-iinduced variiation
from diffferent region
ns are largely
y independent of one annother for thee optimized TFET desiggn (in
which tu
unneling occcurs predominantly with
hin the Ge ssource), thiss is not the case if tunnneling
occurs prredominantly
y from the source
s
to thee channel. T
This is evidennt in Fig. 5.66a, especiallly for
the case of NS = 1020 cm-3 and NCH = 10188 cm-3, and iis due to innteractive efffects of the local
source do
oping concen
ntration and the local ch
hannel dopingg concentrattion for laterral tunnelingg.
Fig. 5.6b com
mpares the reesults for th
he vertical tuunneling dessign (NS = 1019 cm-3) annd the
20
-3
lateral tu
unneling dessign (NS = 10
1
cm ), for
f randomiized doping profiles in all of the T
TFET
regions. It can be seeen that the impact
i
of in
ncreasing NCCH is oppositte for these ttwo designs.. For
the verticcal tunneling
g design wh
hich turns on
n when the ssurface of thhe Ge sourcee region beccomes
inverted, higher NCHH is desirablee because it results in leess depletionn of the p-tyype Ge sourcce by
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the p-type Si channel/body [11]. As a result, tunneling occurs in a direction that is more vertical,
across a shorter depletion distance. The lower amount of associated depletion charge within the
source region results in smaller σVTH, similarly as for a MOSFET with lower channel/body
doping concentration. For the lateral tunneling design which turns on when the surface of the Si
channel region becomes inverted (as in a MOSFET), lower NCH results in smaller depletion
charge in the channel region and hence smaller σVTH. Fig. 5.6b also compares the values of local
subthreshold swing (SS) at VGS = VTH, extracted from simulated ID-VG curves for TFETs with
continuum doping profiles. It is interesting to note that steeper local SS does not necessarily
provide for smaller σVTH. A more meaningful metric is the ‘effective’ subthreshold swing,
which is defined as the inverse slope of the line connecting the operating ION and IOFF on a
log(ID)-VG plot [21]. Therefore, for TFET design optimization, it is imperative to examine ION
and IOFF more closely.
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Fig. 5.6 (a) σVTH contributions due to RDF in different regions of the TFET, for different combinations of source
and channel nominal doping concentrations, (b) σVTH resulting from RDF in all regions of the TFET, for the vertical
tunneling design (NS = 1019 cm-3) and the lateral tunneling design (NS = 1020 cm-3). Local subthreshold swing,
extracted from simulated ID-VG curves for TFETs with continuum doping profiles at VGS = VTH, is also shown for
reference.

5.2.7 Impact of Variability on ION – IOFF
From the ID-VG curves in Fig. 5.3a and Fig. 5.5a, it can be seen that the effect of RDF is
not always a simple VTH shift, i.e. the turn-on voltage (corresponding to the onset of band-toband tunneling) and the switching steepness each can be affected as well. Thus, from a circuit
design perspective, it is also important to examine the variations in ION and IOFF. Here IOFF is
defined as the drain current at VGS = 0V, VDS = VDD = 0.5 V, and ION is defined as the drain
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current at VGS = VDS = VDD = 0.5
5 V. The gatte work funcction is adjusted in the raange from 4.0 eV
to 4.35 eV
V to adjust IOFF.
Fig. 5.7a com
mpares the tradeoff
t
betw
ween averagge ION and aaverage log((IOFF) for vaarious
lateral tu
unneling TFE
ET designs. Log(I
L
se the logariithmic of IOFFF has
OFF) is chosen overr IOFF becaus
a more Gaussian-like
G
e distributio
on since IOFFF is proportioonal to the eexponential of VTH, alloowing
for a morre meaningfful assessment when stan
ndard variatiion is taken into accounnt. The curvees for
the averaage values are plotted with
w open sym
mbols, wherreas the curvves with varriation (3σ) ttaken
into acco
ount are plottted with filleed symbols. Without acccounting for the impactt of RDF-indduced
variation
ns, one would conclude that
t
for ION in the rangee <10-6 A/um
m, NS = 10200 cm-3 and NCH =
18
-3
3
10 cm is the superrior design because
b
it acchieves the loowest IOFF fo
for a given IOON. Due to llarger
variation
n in ION for this
t design, however, th
his turns out to be the w
worst design.. Accountinng for
the impact of RDF-in
nduced variaations, one can
c see that NS = 5×10199 cm-3 and NCH = 1018 cm
m-3 is
-8
the superrior design. Only for applications
a
that requiree very low ION (< 10 A
A/um) woulld the
2
design with
w NS = 1020
cm-3 and NCH = 1015 cm
m-3 be preferrred.
Fig. 5.7b com
mpares the tradeoff
t
betw
ween averagge ION and aaverage log(IIOFF) for thee best
lateral tu
unneling TFET design (N
( S = 5×1019 cm-3, NCHH = 1018 cm
m-3) against that for thee best
19
-3
18
-3
vertical tunneling
t
TF
FET design (N
( S = 10 cm
m , NCH = 110 cm ). A
Accounting for the impaact of
RDF-ind
duced variatio
ons, one can
n see that thee vertical tunnneling TFET design is bbest for ION iin the
range >3
3uA/um. Th
his is primaarily due to the smallerr ION variatiion of the vvertical tunnneling
design co
ompared to the
t lateral tu
unneling dessign. (From Fig. 5.3a annd Fig. 5.5a,, one can seee that
the on-state current is
i much less sensitive to
o gate voltagge for the verrtical tunnelling TFET ddesign
in compaarison to the lateral tunneeling TFET design.)

Fig. 5.7 Co
omparison of ION-IOFF tradeofff (a) for lateral tunneling TF ET designs, (bb) for optimal lateral tunnelinng
TFET design vs. optimal vertical tunneling TFET design.

5.2.8 Width
W
Dep
pendence of
o σVTH
RDF-induced
R
d variation in
n VTH mismaatch (ΔVTH) scales with the inverse ssquare root oof the
channel width
w
(W) for
f a MOSF
FET [22]. Since
S
the latteral tunneling TFET tuurns on wheen the
surface of
o the Si chaannel region
n becomes in
nverted, sim
milarly to a M
MOSFET, itt should exhhibit a
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similar dependence of σΔVTH on W. The results shown in Fig. 5.8 confirm this to be the case.
The AVt values extracted from the best (least-squares) linear fit are lower than reported for
advanced MOSFET structures, ~1 mV·um [23]. This may be due to the fact that tunneling
depends both on the local electric potential at the point of hole generation and the local electric
potential at the point of electron generation; since these two points are spatially separated (Fig.
9), there is an averaging effect which results in reduced variation (and hence mismatch) in VTH.
(In contrast, diffusion depends only on the local electric potential at the point of thermionic
emission in a MOSFET.)
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Fig. 5.8 Width dependence of σVTH. The dashed lines indicate the best linear fit through the origin. VTH is
measured for VDS = 0.5 V.
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Fig. 5.9 Crross-sectional view
v
showing contour
c
plots for
f hole generaation and electrron generation..

5.2.9 Im
mpact of VDD Scalin
ng
MOSFET
M
operation at lo
ower VDD iss beneficial for reducingg the effect of drain-indduced
barrier lowering (D
DIBL) and hence loweer σVTH. Thhat is one of the reaasons why ffor a
conventio
onal MOSFE
ET the σVTH Lin in lineaar regime (V
VDS = 50mV
V) is consideerably smalller as
compared
d to σVTH Sat in the saturration regim
me (VDS = 1 V
V). Since DIIBL is not a serious issuue for
TFETs of this size (3
30 nm Lg), th
he benefit off VDD scalinng for reduciing σVTH shoould be relattively
0 confirm thiis to be the ccase. The sm
mall differennce in
small or negligible. The results in Fig. 5.10
i most likeely due to tthe fact thaat the numbber of
σVTH vaalues for diffferent VDD operation is
instancess simulated for
f each casee is relatively
y small num
mber (200).
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Fig. 5.10 Impact of VDD scaling on σVTH
T . (VDS = VDD
D.)
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5.3 Line-Edge Roughness (LER) in Ge-Source TFET
In addition to random dopant fluctuation effects, as transistor gate lengths are scaled
down to 30 nm and below, gate line edge roughness (LER) due to lithography and etching steps
can become a significant fraction of the nominal gate length, making it a prominent source of
variation in transistor performance [24],[25]. For the conventional planar bulk MOSFET,
threshold voltage (VT) variation due to gate LER may be significant compared to RDF [8].
The planar Ge-source TFET is designed for vertical (perpendicular to the
semiconductor/gate-dielectric interface) tunneling in which BTBT occurs primarily within the
region of the source overlapped by the gate electrode. Therefore, the electrical behavior is
strongly dependent on the geometry as well as the doping of this region. The impact of RDF was
previously examined in [26]. Since gate LER can affect the length of the gate-to-source overlap
region, it is important to also assess the impact of gate LER. The contribution of gate LER to
variability in planar Ge-source TFET performance is assessed and compared to that of RDF,
using technology computer aided design (TCAD) tools to model three-dimensional (3D) device
performance.

5.3.1 LER Implementation
Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) measurements of extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) resist
lines with root mean square roughness of 3.96 nm and correlation length of 21.6 nm are used to
define the gate line edge profiles. The gate-sidewall spacers are assumed to be perfectly
conformal, so that their outer edges have roughness that is perfectly correlated to the gate LER.
Since the Ge source region is formed by first recessing the silicon on the source side and then
selectively depositing Ge to refill the etched region [7], the source (channel) edge profile can be
rough. Two extreme cases of the source edge profile are considered herein: 1) “Smooth edge”
case, wherein the interface between the Ge source region and the Si channel region is smooth,
and 2) “Rough edge” case, wherein the Ge-source/Si-channel interface has roughness that is
perfectly correlated with that of the outer edges of the gate-sidewall spacers. The nominal
simulated device structure is shown in Fig. 5.11 (a), and the structures with two cases of source
edge profile are shown in Fig. 5.11 (b),(c).
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Fig. 5.11 a)
a Nominal 3D TFET design.. Examples of TFET
T
structurees with gate LE
ER and a Ge ssource region w
with b)
smooth and
d c) rough inteerface with the Si channel reg
gion. The gate electrode is noot shown for cllarity.

mpact of LER
L
on TFET Perfformance
5.3.2 Im
To
T examine the effect of
o LER on TFET perfoormance, 2000 3D TFET
T structures with
unique gate-LER
g
pro
ofiles were generated fo
or the Smoooth edge casse and the R
Rough edge case.
The enseembles of siimulated tran
nsfer TFET characteristtics for the two cases aare shown inn Fig.
5.12.
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Fig. 5.12 Ensembles
E
of simulated
s
IDS-V
VGS characterisstics for planar Ge-source TF
FETs with gate LER: (red) Smooth
edge case and
a (blue) Rou
ugh edge case. 200 individuaal devices weree simulated forr each case. VDDS = 0.5 V. Thhe gate
work functtion is set to 4.0 eV.

From Fig. 5.1
12, one can observe
o
that there is a gaate-voltage rrange (VGS < -0.1 V) in w
which
the drain
n current is low and app
proximately
y constant, i..e. it reachees a “floor.”” In this vooltage
range thee current is simply the leakage
l
currrent of the rreverse-biaseed p-n drainn-source juncction.
Variation
n in the leakaage floor current (Ileakagee) induced byy LER is sm
mall for both the Smooth edge
-15
case (σIleeakage floor,Smoooth = 6.24×10
0 A/um) an
nd the Rouggh edge casee (σIleakage flooor,Rough = 6.099×1015
A/um), compared to that indu
uced by RDF
F (σIleakageflooor,RDF = 2.68×10-13 A/um
m). Additionnally,
the averaage value off Ileakage is 1.5
5× higher with
w RDF vs. LER. To eexplain this,, the energy band
diagramss along the source,
s
chan
nnel and draain regions aat a distancee 2 nm below the gate ooxide
interface are compareed in Fig. 5.13 for the nominal devi ce, a device with gate L
LER, and a ddevice
b seen that the effect of
o LER is too vary the leength of thee channel reegion.
with RDF. It can be
Since thiis variation is
i small com
mpared to thee minority caarrier diffusiion lengths ((several miccrons)
within th
he p and n regions, variattion in Ileakagge due to LER
R is small. IIn contrast, tthe effect off RDF
is to mod
dulate the loccal dopant co
oncentration
n within the p and n regioons – reflectted by the chhange
in potenttial barrier height – heence the min
nority carrieer diffusionn lengths, reesulting in llarger
variation
n in Ileakage.
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Fig. 5.13 Comparison
C
off electron poten
ntial profiles within
w
the sourcce region, at a ddistance 2 nm bbelow the gatee oxide
interface, for
f the nominaal TFET design
n compared to devices with LER or RDF. Inset shows the full energyy band
diagrams from
f
the sourcce region to th
he drain region
n. Positions off the source annd drain junctiions for the noominal
TFET are indicated.
i

The
T threshold
d voltage (VT) is taken to
o be the gatee voltage corrresponding to a drain cuurrent
of 10-9 A/um
A
with VDS = 0.5 V. The value of the standdard deviatioon in VT forr each of thee two
LER casees are summ
marized in Taable 5.2, alon
ng with that for the casee of RDF onlly. It can bee seen
that VT variation
v
indu
uced by LER
R is similar for the two source edgee cases  thee small differrence
(<1 mV) is likely du
ue to the limiited sample size (200 deevices)  andd is notably smaller thann that
due to RD
DF.
TABLE 5.2
VALUES OF STANDA
ARD DEVIAT
TION IN VT RESULTING
G FROM GATE LER.

σ T (mV)
σV

LER
Smooth Edge

LER
Rou
ugh Edge

RDF

2.82

3.57

13.99

To
T elucidate the mechan
nism of VT variation
v
indduced by LE
ER, the strucctures havinng the
lowest an
nd highest VT values aree examined in Fig. 5.144. For the R
Rough edge case, variatiion in
VT can be
b seen to bee due to varriation in thee effective cchannel lenggth (Leff), whhich is definned as
the shorttest distance between the p+ doping
g in the sourrce and the nn+ doping inn the drain. The
low-VT device
d
has sm
maller Leff and
a thus morre influence of the drainn voltage onn the electric field
at the sou
urce tunnelin
ng barrier (hence lower VT), as comppared to the high-VT devvice.
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For the Smoo
oth edge case, the differeence in VT iis primarily caused by a difference iin the
a
which corresponds
c
to the area of overlap bbetween thee gate and thhe Ge
effective tunneling area,
source fo
or this Ge-so
ource TFET
T design [21],[22],[29]. The effectiive tunnelingg area and hhence
the tunneeling currentt of the low--VT device is
i larger thaan that of thee high-VT deevice, so thaat the
threshold
d current lev
vel is reached at a smalller applied ggate voltage.. In additionn to the effeective
tunneling
g area, Leff allso affects VT for the Sm
mooth edge ccase.

P
views of the
t TFET structures with thee lowest and hhighest values oof VT, for eachh of the Roughh edge
Fig. 5.14 Plan
and Smootth edge LER caases. The gate electrode is no
ot shown to alllow the source junction to be seen.

From Fig. 5.12 it can be seen that a rough sourcce edge gennerally resultts in the onsset of
g at a lowerr gate voltag
ge. This can
n be attributted to an ennhancement in the peak local
tunneling
electric field
f
along th
he edge of a rough sourcce, as shown in Fig. 5.15.

Fig. 5.15 Electric
E
field contour plots fo
or a) the nomin
nal TFET struccture and b) a T
TFET structuree with gate LE
ER and
Rough sou
urce edge. VGSS = 0V, VDS = 0.5 V. A larg
ger peak magnnitude is seen aalong the roughh source interfface as
compared to
t the smooth source
s
interfacce. Both figuress are plotted ussing the same sscale.
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From Fig. 5.12 it also can
c be seen that a smoooth source edge resultss in significcantly
L
d variation in
n TFET ION: σION = 1.225x10-6 A/um
m for the Sm
mooth edge case,
greater LER-induced
-7
while σION
0 A/um forr the Rough edge case. This is becaause ION is prroportional tto the
O = 1.86x10
area of overlap
o
betw
ween the gatee and the source, as notted above. IIf the sourcee edge is sm
mooth,
then gatee LER resultts in variatio
on in this oveerlap area; inn contrast, iff the source edge is perffectly
correlated with the rough
r
gate edge,
e
then th
here will bee no variatioon in this ovverlap area. The
BTBT co
ontour plots in Fig. 5.16
6 confirm th
hat the tunnneling area vvaries for thhe Smooth soource
edge casee whereas it does not forr the Rough source edge case.
The
T small vaariation in ION
d for the Roough source edge case is caused by the
O observed
variation
n in Leff which results in
n variation in
i VT. As ccan be seen from the sccatter plot inn Fig.
5.17, therre is still som
me weak corrrelation betw
ween ION andd VT for the Rough sourrce edge casee.

B
tunneling
t
conttour plots for the
t TFET strucctures with thee lowest and highest values oof ION,
Fig. 5.16 Band-to-band
for each off the Rough ed
dge and Smootth edge LER cases.
c
VGS = 0 .5 V and VDS = 0.5 V. The gate electrode is not
shown for clarity.
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Fig. 5.17 Scatter plot off ION vs. VT. ION is the draain current at V GS = VDS = 00.5 V, and VT is the gate vvoltage
ding to a drain current of 10-9
A/um with VDS = 0.5 V. T
The Rough souurce edge casee shows signifiicantly
correspond
smaller IONN variation com
mpared to the Smooth
S
source edge case.

The
T impact of
o LER-indu
uced variation on the traade-off betweeen ION andd IOFF is show
wn in
Fig. 5.18
8. (ION is tak
ken to be thee drain curreent at VGS = VDS = 0.5 V
V, and IOFF iis taken to bbe the
drain currrent at VGS = 0 V, VDS = 0.5 V.) In this plot, thiis trade-off iis adjusted bby tuning thee gate
work fun
nction from 4.0 to 4.35 eV. Averag
ge values aree indicated w
with open syymbols. Reelying
on the faact that ION and log(IOFFF) distributiions are appproximately Gaussian, tthe impact oof 3σ
variation
n to reduce ION
crease log(IOFF
ated with fillled symbols, and is seen to be
O and to inc
O ) is indica
significan
ntly worse for
f the case of
o a Smooth
h source edgee, primarily due to the laarger variatiion in
on-state current.
c

Fig. 5.18 Impact of LER--induced variattion on the trad
de-off betweenn ION and IOFF, ffor the Ge-souurce TFET.
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5.3.3 LER
L
and RDF
R
Co-Im
mplementation
Atomistic
A
do
oping was im
mplemented using the S
Sano algoritthm [17], toogether withh gate
LER, to assess the combined
c
efffect of thesse two randdom variatioon sources aand elucidatee any
on effects. The
T assumpttions and lim
mitations of this RDF m
modeling appproach as appplied
interactio
to TFET
Ts are discusssed in detaiil in [26]. Fig. 5.19 shhows an exaample of a simulated ddevice
structure with both RDF
R
and LER
R, Smooth edge
e
case.

S
3D TFET
T
structuree with atomisticc doping in thee source and chhannel regions.. The gate LER
R
Fig. 5.19 Simulated
profile is reeflected in the outer edge of the
t gate-sidewall spacer but nnot in the sourcce edge profilee. The gate elecctrode
is not show
wn for clarity.

5.3.4 Im
mpact of LER
L
and RDF
R
Togeether on T
TFET Perfformance
Atomistic
A
do
oping within
n the source, channel, aand drain reegions is appplied to thee 200
individuaal TFET strructures witth gate LER
R (Smooth source edgge case). Thhe simulatioon is
computattionally exp
pensive even
n with an optimized
o
m
meshing strattegy. One ddevice simullation
sweep (i..e. IDS-VGS) can take abo
out 30-40 ho
ours to compplete runningg on 4 paralllel 2.4 GHz CPU
cores.
The
T ensembles of simulaated transferr characterisstics are shoown in Fig. 5.20. Fig. 5.21
plots thee correspond
ding VT disstribution, which
w
is appproximatelyy Gaussian with a valuue of
standard deviation eq
qual to 14 mV.
m
In a preevious study , σVT due too RDF-inducced variationn was
found to be 13.99 mV
V [26]. Thu
us, the additiional effect of LER is aalmost negliggible, i.e. moost of
the VT vaariation is caaused by RD
DF.
Fig. 5.22 sho
ows the disstributions of
o ION and log(IOFF) foor two valuues of gate work
w gate work function (4..0 eV), IOFF iis determineed by (weak)) BTBT so tthat it
function. With a low
is very sensitive
s
to variations in
i the local electric fieeld and hencce RDF. T
To minimizee IOFF
variation
n, a larger gaate work fun
nction (4.1 eV)
e should bbe used so thhat IOFF is ddetermined bby the
leakage current of the
t reverse-b
biased p-n drain-sourcee junction, ii.e. so that IOFF reachees the
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leakage floor.
f
Variation in thee leakage flo
oor current is due prim
marily to RD
DF, as alludded to
previouslly.

Fig. 5.20 Ensemble
E
of siimulated IDS-V
VGS characterisstics for 200 pllanar Ge-sourcce TFETs withh gate LER (Smooth
edge case) and RDF. VDS
=
0.5
V.
The
e gate work fun
nction is set to 4.0 eV.
D

30
0

Count

25
5
20
0
15
5
10
0
5
0

0

20

40

60

VT (mV)
Fig. 5.21 Threshold
T
voltaage VT distribu
ution for the 200 simulated ddevices correspponding to Figg. 5.19. The bluue line
represents best-fit Gaussiian curve.
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Fig. 5.22 Ge-source
G
TFE
ET ION and log
g(IOFF) distribu
utions: (a)-(b) gate work funnction = 4.0 eV
V; (c)-(d) gatee work
function = 4.1 eV.

The
T impact of LER- and RDF-induceed variationss on the tradde-off betweeen ION and IOFF is
shown in
n Fig. 5.23. For referen
nce, the curv
ves showing the impactss of LER onnly (Smooth edge
case) and
d RDF only are also inclluded. The additional
a
im
mpact of LER
R can be seeen to be a m
modest
-12
2
decrease in ION for IOFF
>
2×10
A/um.
(Fo
or
the
Rough
h
source
edge
e
case,
the
d
degradation
iin ION
O
will be co
onsiderably less.)

Fig 5.23 Impact
I
of LER
R- and RDF-in
nduced variatio
ons on the tradde-off betweenn ION and IOFFF, for the planaar Gesource TFE
ET.
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Fig. 5.24 Ensembles
E
of energy
e
vs. freq
quency charactteristics for plaanar Ge-sourcee TFET technoology with linee-edge
roughness and/or random
m dopant fluctu
uation.

The
T impact of LER- and RDF-induceed variationss on planar G
Ge TFET cirrcuit perform
mance
is shown
n in Fig. 5.24
4. Following
g the method
dology desccribed in [27-28], a chainn of inverterrs (30
stages, faanout = 1, acctivity factorr = 0.05, loaad capacitancce = 2.04 fF
F = 2Cgg) is uused to assesss the
energy vss. frequency
y trade-off. The gate work
w
functionn and the opperating voltage VDD arre cooptimized to achievee the lowest energy per operation foor a given frrequency. Itt can be seenn that
the averaage energy per
p operation
n is higher fo
or the case oof LER withh Rough souurce edge thaan for
the case of LER with Smooth source
s
edgee, especially in the loweer frequencyy range. Thhis is
because the
t Rough source edge case
c
has slig
ghtly worse effective sub
ubthreshold sswing (so that for
a given ION required
d to achieve a particularr frequency, IOFF is highher). Howevver, variabillity is
smaller for
f the case of LER with
h Rough sou
urce edge beecause the ggate-to-sourcce overlap arrea is
constant. RDF resu
ults in signifficantly increeased variatiion, especiaally at frequeencies below
w 100
MHz.

5.3.5 VT Variatioon Compaarison withh the MOSSFET
The
T individu
ual contributtions of RD
DF and LER
R to σVT fo
for the Ge-ssource TFET
T are
compared
d against tho
ose reported for a planarr bulk MOSF
FET of the ssame nominaal gate lengtth (30
nm) and channel wid
dth (~30 nm
m) [8], in Fig
g. 5.25. RDF
F-induced VT variation ffor the Ge-soource
or a MOSFE
ET. Becausee the TFET is designedd for tunneliing to
TFET is 62% lower than that fo
occur priimarily vertically within the Ge sourrce region [226], the impaact of the latteral electricc field
(which varies
v
with Leff) is low
wer than thatt in a MOS
SFET whichh is designed for therm
mionic
emission
n to occur primarily
p
latterally from
m the sourcee region to the channell region [122,20].
Therefore, LER-indu
uced VT varriation for th
he TFET is much lowerr (by 87%) than that foor the
MOSFET
T. Additio
onally, the impact of gate
g
LER iinduced thrreshold volttage variatioon in
MOSFET
T is seen to be
b more than
n 50% of thee RDF inducced variationn, while for T
TFET it accounts
for less th
han 30%.
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20
10
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RDF
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Fig. 5.25 Comparison of σVT induced by RDF or LER in a planar bulk MOSFET vs. a planar Ge-source TFET.

5.4 Random Dopant Fluctuation Induced Variability in the
Raised-Ge-Source TFET
5.4.1 Introduction
One of the main challenges for a tunnel FET is its relatively low on-state drive current
compared to a MOSFET. This challenge can be overcome by using a smaller band-gap material
such as InGaAs, SiGe, or Ge to help reduce the effective tunneling band gap [29-31,7]. However,
the reported ION values from these works for operating voltage of 0.5V are approximately
1uA/um or less. In addition to band-gap engineering, the performance of a tunnel FET can be
improved through optimization of the device geometry. Most tunnel FETs are designed for
lateral/point tunneling. This approach can indeed achieve SS steeper than 60 mV/decade at room
temperature. However, the major drawback is that the carrier injection happens across a very
small area, and hence ION will also be small.
An alternative design to a lateral tunneling device is the vertical tunneling device where
the tunneling happens within the source-region, perpendicular to the gate/gate-dielectric
interface. A planar Ge-source TFET discussed previously is an example of a vertical tunneling
device, which results in an improvement in ION. But as the device is turning on, there still exists a
lateral tunneling component before the vertical tunneling component dominates at high gate
voltage. This lateral tunneling ultimately degrades the overall subthreshold swing. To mitigate
this issue, a raised-Ge-source TFET was proposed [14], wherein the source-region is fully
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elevated. The raised source design allows tunneling to happen almost entirely vertically, while
virtually eliminating the lateral tunneling component. Moreover, the source region at which
tunneling happens is electrically de-coupled from the drain field, which results in a smaller
modulation of the tunneling barrier by the drain bias.
Variability in transistor performance worsens significantly as the gate length (Lg) is
scaled down below 25 nm [8], and can limit reductions in supply voltage (VDD) and hence power
consumption, due to the need for design margin to achieve high yield [32-35]. Sources of
random variation in TFETs include random dopant fluctuations (RDF), gate line-edge roughness
(LER), and surface roughness [8],[36],[37]. With its improved electrostatic and higher drive
current capability, a raised-Ge-source TFET is a promising device candidate for a low voltage
operation. Nevertheless, one must carefully assess the performance degradation in the presence
of variability. In the previous section, it was found that RDF is the dominant source of VT
variation for the planar Ge-source TFET [37]. In this section, the impact of RDF is investigated
via TCAD simulation for the raised-Ge-source TFET design.

5.4.2 Device Structure and Simulation Approach
A cross-sectional view of the simulated n-channel TFET structure is shown in Fig. 5.26
(a). The nominal structure is optimized to achieve maximum ION/IOFF for a supply voltage of
0.5V, similarly as in [34]. The nominal design parameter values are summarized in Table 5.3.
Three-dimensional (3-D) device simulations are performed using Sentaurus [16]. Drift and
diffusion models are used for carrier transport. (Due to the low operating voltage, ballistic
transport and velocity overshoot are ignored.) A dynamic non-local tunneling model is used to
simulate the tunneling process using calibrated tunneling coefficients A = 1.46 x 1017 cm-3·s-1
and B = 3.59 x 106 V·cm-1 [11,34]. The Modified Local Density Approximation (MLDA)
captures quantum confinement effects, and the Oldslotboom model accounts for band-gap
narrowing. A fixed charge density (8 × 1012 q/cm2) at the Ge-source and gate oxide interface is
assumed, based on previous fitting to experimental data [11,34].
To model RDF, device structures with atomistic doping profiles are generated following
Sano’s algorithm [17]. The algorithm accounts for the long-range Coulombic potential of the
ionized dopant atoms, while the short-range potential is ignored to avoid unrealistic charge
trapping and non-convergence issues. The short-range Coulombic potential is accounted for by
the drift-diffusion simulator itself through appropriate mobility models. Fig 5.26 (b) shows an
example of a device with randomly placed boron atoms within the source and body regions. An
ensemble of 200 TFETs, each with uniquely randomized doping profiles, is simulated to assess
the impact of RDF.
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Fig 5.26 a) 2-D cross-section of the simulated raised
d Ge-source n--channel TFET
T b) An exempplary TFET strructure
with rando
omly placed boron atoms in th
he source and body
b
regions.

TABLE 5.3
NOMINA
AL VALUES FOR
F
RAISED-G
GE-SOURCE TFET DESIG
GN PARAMET
TERS
Devicee Parameter

Nominal Value

Gate Length (Lg)

14 nm

Oxide Thickness
T
(TOX)

5.1 nm

Dielecttric Relative Perrmittivity (εr )

23.4

Silicon Offset (TOffset)

5 nm

Body Thickness
T
(TBody )

100 nm

Germaanium Source Th
hickness (TGe)

45 nm

Width (W)

30 nm

Sourcee Doping (NSourcee)

1019 cm‐3

Body Doping
D
(NBody )

1018 cm‐3

Drain Doping
D
(NDrain)

1019 cm‐3

Gate work
w function

4 eV

5.4.3 Im
mpact of RDF
R
on DC
D Perform
mance
Simulated IDSS vs. VGS ch
haracteristics with VDS = VDD = 0.5V
V are shownn in Fig. 5.277, for
y within the Ge source region
r
(red ccurves) vs. R
RDF within all regions (blue
two cases: RDF only
curves). For referen
nce, the sim
mulated curvee for the caase of continnuum dopingg profiles iss also
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shown. It
I can be seeen that the variation
v
in VT,Sat (defined as the vaalue of VGS aat IDS = 1 nA
A/um
with VDSS = 0.5V) iss almost identical for th
he two RDF
F cases, withh less than 22% differennce in
standard deviation (σ
σVT,Sat). Thiis indicates that VT variaation is due primarily too RDF withiin the
source reegion, for th
he raised-Gee-source TFET. Since bband-to-bandd tunneling occurs prim
marily
within th
he source region
r
in a raised-Ge--source TFE
ET, variatioons in locaal source doopant
concentraation are exp
pected to ressult in signifficant VT varriation. IONN variation iss due primarrily to
RDF with
hin the body
y and drain regions which give rise too variations in parasitic series resistaance.
Itt also can bee seen from a compariso
on of the enssemble of cuurves with thhe nominal ccurve
in Fig. 5..26 that RDF
F within the source regio
on results inn degraded S
SS and lowerr turn-on volltage.
This is because BTB
BT no longer occurs unifformly alongg a single verrtical plane, due to variaations
d
conccentration within
w
the sou
urce, i.e. tunnneling turnns on/off at slightly diffferent
in local dopant
gate volttages [38]. Specifically,
S
, at locations where the effective doopant concenntration is loower,
BTBT tu
urns on/off at
a lower VGSS. Note that the averagee gate voltagge for whichh all BTBT paths
(includin
ng those corrresponding to the locattions of highhest effectivve dopant cooncentrationn) are
activated
d is unchanged, so that VT (defined at a lower leevel of curreent) is alwayys lower thaan for
the nominal case.
One
O of the ad
dvantages off the raised so
ource designn over the pllanar source design is thaat the
influencee of the drain
n voltage is reduced.
r
Ass a result, Drrain-Inducedd Barrier Tunnneling (DIB
BT) –
the differrence betweeen VT,Sat and
d VT,Lin (defiined as the vvalue of VGS at IDS = 1 nnA/um with VDS =
50 mV) – is much smaller
s
for the
t raised so
ource designn. As indicaated in Fig. 55.28, variatiion in
DIBT is also significantly reducced, with ~ 35% lower standard deeviation (σD
DIBT). The llower
DIBT forr the raised source
s
desig
gn helps expllain its relatiively small σ
σVT (15.19 m
mV) as comppared
to that fo
or a planar-G
Ge-source TF
FET with lon
nger channell length (σVTT,Sat = 14mV
V) [26,37].

Fig 5.27 Ensembles
E
of simulated
s
IDS-V
VGS curves wiith VDS = VDD = 0.5 V. Thee simulated cuurve for the noominal
TFET design with contin
nuum doping prrofiles is shown in black.
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Fig 5.28 Cumulative probability plots of Drain-Induced Barrier Tunneling (DIBT) for raised-Ge-source (Red) vs.
planar-Ge-source (Black) TFET designs. DIBT  VT,Lin – VT,Sat.

5.4.4 Energy vs. Frequency Performance
Fig. 5.29 (a) plots the average value of IOFF (defined as the value of IDS for VGS = 0 V and
VDS = VDD = 0.5V) vs. the average value of ION (defined as the value of IDS for VGS = VDS = VDD
= 0.5V), when the gate work function is varied from 4.35 eV down to 4.0 eV. In the regime
where IOFF is dominated by reverse-bias p-n junction leakage (i.e. when the onset of BTBT
occurs at VGS > 0V), there is minimal trade-off between increasing ION and increasing IOFF.
However, in the regime where IOFF is dominated by BTBT (where ION > 30 uA/um), there is a
large trade-off between increasing ION and increasing IOFF. The boundary between these two
regimes occurs at lower ION, ~10 uA/um, if RDF-induced variability (3σ increase in log(IOFF) and
3σ decrease in ION) is taken into account.
The minimum energy per cycle vs. frequency for a 30-stage inverter chain (fanout = 1,
activity factor = 0.05, load capacitance = 4.12 f F/um = 2× Cgg) is evaluated using the
methodology described in [21]. Fig. 5.29 (b) compares the results of this analysis for the
nominal raised-Ge-source TFET design, an ideal short-channel MOSFET design (SS = 60
mV/dec), and the ensemble of raised-Ge-source TFETs with atomistic doping profiles. The IDS –
VGS characteristics for the nominal TFET and ideal MOSFET are shown in the inset of Fig 5.29
(b).
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Fig 5.29 a)
a ION-IOFF trad
de-off with 3σ variability tak
ken into accouunt b) Energy vs. frequencyy analysis. Enssemble
TFET curv
ves are shown in
i red; Nominaal TFET is show
wn in black; N
Nominal “ideal”” MOSFET is shown in blue..

RDF-induced
R
d degradation
n in SS resullts in higherr energy per operation (ddue to largerr IOFF)
for frequ
uencies below
w 300 MHz. At higher frequenciess, RDF-inducced variationn in ION beccomes
more significant, so that the perfformance off the nominaal TFET design lies apprroximately iin the
o the ensem
mble curves. From a co
omparison oof the curvess for the noominal TFET
T and
middle of
ideal MO
OSFET dessigns, the TFET
T
is pro
ojected to pprovide for lower enerrgy operatioon at
frequencies up to 500
0 MHz, due to its smalleer effective S
SS and lowerr IOFF.

5.5 Summary
S
y
The
T impact of random dopant flucctuations (R
RDF) on thee performannce of optim
mally
designed
d Ge-source TFETs is reelatively modest (σVTH < 20 mV att Lg = 30 nm
m) comparedd to a
MOSFET
T of similar gate length (σVTH ~ 36
6 mV) [8]. R
RDF in the source regioon is found to be
the main contributor to σVTH forr the verticall tunneling T
TFET designn (moderatelly doped souurce).
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RDF in the source and channel regions are equally important for the lateral tunneling TFET
design (heavily doped source). Analysis of variations in ION and IOFF are necessary to assess the
impact of RDF on energy-delay performance, because VTH is not a good proxy for these (i.e.
σVTH does not fully capture the effect of variability on device performance). Accounting for the
impact of RDF-induced variations, the vertical tunneling TFET design is best for ION in the range
>3uA/um. Unlike MOSFET, there is a weak dependence on TFET σVTH and the drain to source
voltage VDS.
The impact of gate LER on the performance and variability of the planar Ge-source TFET is
relatively small as compared to the impact of RDF, and it is minimized if the source edge is
perfectly correlated to the gate edge. The impact of LER-induced variation in ION becomes
significant for applications requiring transistor drive current above ~5 uA/um for VDD = 0.5 V.
From an energy-performance point of view, the impact of LER on variation in minimum
operating energy becomes comparable to that of RDF at frequencies greater than 100 MHz.
RDF within the source region results in degraded SS and lower turn-on voltage for the raisedGe-source TFET design. However, drain-induced barrier tunneling is further mitigated with the
raised source design, resulting in a relatively small threshold voltage variation, as compared to
the planar-Ge-source design with a longer channel length. For these reasons, the raised-Gesource TFET is a promising candidate for low-power digital logic applications requiring
operating frequencies below 500 MHz.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary and Contributions of This Work
The planar bulk-Si MOSFET has been the workhorse transistor structure for CMOS
integrated circuits over the last four decades. But with continued transistor scaling, its
performance and variability worsen due to short channel effects, resulting in excessive OFF-state
leakage current and increased reliability problems. Advanced transistor structures such as the
planar FD-SOI MOSFET and 3D FinFET can suppress these undesirable effects, but at the same
time they can substantially increase process complexity and manufacturing cost. Super steep
retrograde (SSR) channel doping is shown to have the potential for extending the scalability of
planar-bulk CMOS technology at minimal cost, which is ideal for mobile applications which are
cost-sensitive. At the 28nm technology node, a SSR channel doping profile can reduce σVT
variability by 40 – 50 % compared to uniform doping profile. Estimation of 6-T SRAM cell yield
(6σ) shows a 33% reduction in VMIN, which provides for more than 50% dynamic power savings.
Traditional Monte Carlo SPICE models are inadequate for explaining and predicting
variability in device performance at advanced technology nodes. Accurate modeling of VT and
DIBL variability is essential for estimating SRAM cell yield and for estimating rout variability in
analog devices. To meet this need, a physically-based variability model is developed to explain
variations in VT and DIBL, as well as the correlation between them. The model shows an
excellent match to measured data for a 32nm HKMG transistor technology in production for both
SRAM and analog devices. It analyzes the forward-and reverse-mode characteristics of
MOSFETs. Four fundamental variability components are proposed including Chip Mean,
Symmetric, Asymmetric, and LEFF variability. The results indicate that random asymmetric
variation (e.g. random dopant fluctuations due to halo and/or source-drain extension doping) is
responsible for the weak correlation of VT, Lin vs. VT, Sat, the non-Gaussian distribution of DIBL,
and the increased σVT, MM with increased drain bias VDS.
A test chip has been designed to investigate the sources of variability in transistor
performance. A device characterization array comprising mismatch transistor pairs and
transistors with different layout proximity is used to study random and systematic variability in
planar bulk and FD-SOI MOSFETs in a 28nm technology. To study the impact of transistor
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variability on SRAM cell performance, a padded-out SRAM array implemented in a 16nm FDSOI technology is designed to examine the individual transistor characteristics and to correlate
them to SRAM cell performance metrics. Multiplexer and decoder circuits are necessary for
accessing each device under test (DUT), given the limited number of I/O pads on a chip.
Automated testing allows for the characterization of many devices without the need for constant
supervision. Parasitic effects inherent to test chips such as array leakage current or voltage drop
along the wires can be mitigated by strongly turning off the devices which are not under test and
implementing the Kelvin Force/Sense measurement technique, respectively. To allow for
accurate reliability testing, a switchbox can be used to quickly switch between regular I-V sweep
mode and voltage stress mode, which is important for NBTI/PBTI and RTN characterizations
that rely on short time-constant.
The tunnel FET has emerged as a promising candidate to replace the MOSFET for lowpower applications due to its potential for achieving higher ON/OFF current ratio at low
operating voltage. In particular, a planar Ge-Source TFET structure provides for better ION as
compared to silicon TFET without incurring too much process complexity which comes with the
use of exotic materials such as III-V. The impact of RDF on threshold voltage variation of a
planar Ge-Source TFET is less than 20 mV at Lg = 30 nm (compared to 36 mV of a planar
MOSFET of similar gate length) [1]. Depending on the relative doping between the source and
the channel regions of a TFET, the tunneling mechanism can occur predominantly in either the
lateral or the vertical direction. The effect of atomistic doping in the source region is found to be
the main contributor to σVT for a vertical tunneling TFET design. Atomistic doping effects in
the source and channel regions are equally important for the lateral tunneling TFET design.
Analysis of ION and IOFF variation is required to accurately evaluate the impact of RDF on the
energy-delay performance tradeoff for a TFET. The vertical tunneling TFET design shows lower
energy per operation as compared to the lateral design for ION > 3 uA/um. Furthermore, the
impact of gate LER on the source edge profile of a TFET is found to have minimal impact on VT
variation. The impact of LER on ION variation can be significant when drive current is above ~
5uA/um for VDD = 0.5V. To further improve the performance of a planar Ge-Source TFET, a
raised source structure can be used. Drain induced barrier tunneling (DIBT) is found to be 2.4
times smaller and DIBL variation is also reduced by 35% for a raised-Ge-source TFET. From a
comparison of energy-delay performance accounting for the effect of RDF, the raised-Ge-source
TFET can provide energy savings for low-power applications at operating frequencies below 500
MHz.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
The use of SSR channel doping in the conventional planar bulk MOSFET design is
advantageous for low-power and low-cost applications. The benefit of this design can be
extended even further when body biasing is exploited at the circuit level [2]. Forward-biasing
can be used to lower the VT of the device, increasing its drive current. On the other hand,
reverse-biasing can be used to raise the VT of the device to reduce OFF-state leakage current. It
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would be informative to assess the improvement gain with this optimized biasing scheme for
different circuit topologies.
To study VT and DIBL variability, the physically based model developed in this work
can be made more useful for digital and analog circuit designers if it can be incorporated into a
SPICE model. By utilizing the four extracted fundamental variability components as the base
parameters, a wrapper can be implemented around industry-standard compact models such as
BSIM or PSP to better predict statistical variations in transistor performance.
A device characterization array enables a large number and variety of transistors to be
characterized on a single chip,but the leakage current contributions from non-accessed devices
within the array can significantly affect the accuracy of the measurement of the DUT
characteristics as compared to direc probing of individual devices. Thus, better access circuit
designs or array partitioning to help mitigate unwanted leakage current is desired. For dynamic
characterization of trap-related phenomena that requires fast rise or fall times, a built-in self-test
(BIST) circuit can be implemented to generate the desired waveform on the chip, rather than
relying on an external pulse generator to supply signals through long wires. (By the time the
signal finally arrives at the device, the shape of the waveform can be altered significantly.)
First principles calculations and atomistic simulation can provide for more accurate
modeling of novel switching devices such as TFETs. However, due to computational
complexity, these approaches are practically limited to small device sizes and numbers, and are
not suitable for simulating a large number of transistors required for variability study. Device
simulation using TCAD modeling is the preferred approach and offers a good trade-off between
accuracy and computation time. Nevertheless, better calibration of the models (band-to-band
tunneling, quantum confinement incluing dimensionality effects, etc.) to experimental results or
atomistic simulations will be necessary in order to accurately predict TFET performance for
different doping values and biasing conditions. More experimental TFET data is also desired to
verify the accuracy of the models variability sources such as RDF and LER on TFET
characteristic.

6.3 The Variability Challenge Ahead
The semiconductor industry has seen a remarkable progression in integrated circuit
technology over the years, which helped to usher in the personal computing era, World Wide
Web, mobile and cloud based computing, and the nascent market of Internet of Things (IoT).
Underlying this success is the unwavering determination and resiliency to keep pace with
Moore’s Law, in spite of all the technical challenges. Unfortunately, all exponential growth
trends eventually come to an end, and Moore’s Law is no exception. There are signs that the end
of Moore’s Law may not be far out. Market analysis shows that the cost of manufacturing a
transistor is no longer decreasing, starting from the 28 nm technology node as shown in Fig. 6.1
[3]. Since the motivation behind Moore’s Law is to reduce cost, the recent trend for transistor
manufacturing cost is of major concern. Chip design cost has also risen rapidly with each new
technology node [3]. In fact, an apparent slowdown can be observed when looking at the volume
production at a given technology node vs. the year it is introduced. It can be seen that starting
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from the 32 nm tech
hnology nod
de, the introd
duction of nnew generatiion of chipss is taking loonger
than befo
ore [4].

Fig. 6.1 Trransistor manu
ufacturing cost vs. technology
y node. Accord
rding to the preediction, this ccost stops decrreasing
after the 28
8nm technolog
gy node (adapteed from [3]).

Fig. 6.2 Deesign cost vs. technology nod
de (adapted from [3]).

One
O
of the culprits co
ontributing to
t the slow
wdown, whiich may evven becomee the
showstop
pper of Moore’s Law, is variability in
i device peerformance, w
which ultim
mately lowerss chip
yield and
d thereby driives up costt. To mitigatte this issue as transistoors are furtheer scaled intto the
sub-10 nanometer
n
reegime, co-op
ptimization of device annd circuit ddesigns will be indispennsible.
For exam
mple, in an SRAM
S
array
y, replacing the planar bbulk MOSF
FET with addvanced transistor
structures such as the FD-SOI MOSFET
M
or FinFET cann improve ceell stability and perform
mance
[5,6]. Bu
ut the benefitt stemming from devicee innovation alone is nott enough. Alternative SR
RAM
cell desig
gns such as 8-T and 10-T, or circuiit-assist techhniques suchh as VDD coollapse, wordd-line
boost, an
nd negativee bit-line will
w become more prev alent in futture technollogy generaations
(Fig.6.3) [7-9].
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Fig. 6.3 Vaarious circuit-aassist techniquees to help imprrove SRAM ceell performancee and stability [9].

Secondly, theere has been
n a growing effort to seaarch for a M
MOSFET-repplacement deevice,
d/or with lesss energy. E
Even thoughh this new ddevice
one that can operate at higher frrequency and
may havee the potential to outperrform the MOSFET,
M
its performancce benefits w
will be limiteed by
variabilitty that is unique to the deevice. For in
nstance, a caarbon nanotuube transistoor can suffer from
VT variab
bility due to
o poor substtrate passivaation, a grapphene transisstor can be aaffected the edge
roughnesss of the graaphene nano
oribbon, resu
ulting in larrge device-tto-device vaariability [100-11].
Therefore, it is impeerative to haave a good understandin
u
ng of how vvariability w
will impact ddevice
performaance, so that its effect caan be accurattely quantifiied and an apppropriate gguard band can be
included in the circuiit design to ensure
e
propeer circuit opeeration.
Lastly,
L
if onee were to co
onsider variaability to be an inextricaable part off nanotechnoology,
then one might as well
w embracee it instead of
o trying to eliminate it.. The mainstream compputing
m relies on the
t Von Neeumann digiital system aarchitecture in which ddistinct statees are
paradigm
representted with suffficient noisee margin beetween them
m. Since variiability can rreduce this noise
margin, it
i is consideered undesirrable in a diigital system
m. However,, if one werre to considder an
alternativ
ve computing architecturre, like the architecture
a
used by thee brain, variaability is nott only
acceptable, but also preferred
p
[12
2]. In fact, th
he neuron neetworks in th
the brain are considered to be
very noissy, yet the brain
b
is able perform com
mplex tasks with minim
mal power coonsumption uunder
such constraints [13].
There
T
is no denying
d
that the end of Moore’s Laaw is inevitaable. But eveen when phyysical
scaling of
o transistor dimensionss eventually runs out off steam, perrformance im
mprovement and
manufactturing cost reduction
r
can still be achieved throuugh innovatiions in device design, ccircuit
design, interconnectt design, packaging teechnology, and compuuter architeccture. Contiinued
investmeent in R&D by
b leading co
ompanies an
nd governmeent agencies will pave thhe way for fuurther
advancem
ments in IC technology
t
which
w
will bring
b
benefitss to society ffor generatioons to come..
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